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"Our grand businu.r is not to see what lies
dim ly at a disrance, but to do what lies
clLilrly at hand. • - Tho,... Co#-
In the Bud.t Speech of L992. it was announced that the Government of
Newfoundland aDd Labrador intended to renew the Il..um.ber of Boards operatiDa
health cue orpnizatioas under the 1imRUl.Aa.. A 6Da.l repon ell..tilJed
Reduction of Hospita.l Boards was submitted to the Miniscer of Health. the
Honourable Huben Kitchen, by Lucy C. Dobbin of Carrick ConsultiJJl Services, in
March of 1993. This repon outlined the priJlcipies under which the reduction in
the number of Boards should be considered, and wde ten (10) reconunendations
to the Provincial Government u to how the process should proceed. Since 1994,
heahh cue in this Pro\lillc:e has beenre~, beahh care facilities have
been closed ud/or amalpted, health care beds have been eliminated, and health
care emplo~e$ have eJPerienced change in their job sta~ownsizinl-
The intention of this study ~$ to identify the changing emplo)'ee needs
and the changing roles of staff development services that hue been created by
this downsizing proce.. aad to determine the con~nce.or the fit, between the
two. The intention of this study -'$ also to identify -')5 in 'fIhich staff
development services could be more effecti¥ely utilized to help meet the needs of
heahh care orpnizatiollS and of bealth care emplo"ees, durina this ¥ery critical
period in the health care history of this Province.
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CIIAP'lml ONE
STAttMENT OF 'IBE PROBLEM
-
Health care is DOW one of the wJest industrial enterprises in the nation
(Watts, 1993). The infrastructure and the number of jobs within the heahh care
~em haYe grown enormously. The costs continue to rise, and are now
considered by many to be unacceptable. Howe~t. the health care S)'Slem's
interests are not always responsive to the public or the.health care consumer's
needs or expectations.
Canadian health care 5}'SI:ems au currently in the throes of a restructuring
process (Sudderman, 1995). A new emphasis on primary and prcycntative c:llU is
hailed as 10Da overdue by the leaders of aU health care professions
(Godfrey,l994). One of the major effects of this paradigm shift is the
reanangina. or reSUUeturing of services, consolidation of services, and the
elimination of wac numbers of employees, or downsizinl. All these actions are
being taken in an effort to position health care orpniDtions securely for the
fuMe.
DoWLSizing in\tO~Yes a shifting of priorities from curatiYe medicine and
hospital services to community based care (Baumgart, cited in Sudderman. 1995)
The closiD.l of beds and the forced termination of employment for many
i.ndividuaIs. are e~nts that affect both the bealth care filcilityand the employee.
in profound aDd Ioallatin....ys. 0Jle of the mott de.-tinl effects of the
downsizinl process on bealth care emplo"ees is the actU&1, or fear of the
potential. loss of jobs. Jobs ptovide employe,es with the financial security to
obtain the e_ntials of life. Jobs abo provide opportwlities for self-fulfilment and
1l'0Mh. for the dewlopment of. ICDte of purpca within • IfOlip. aDd for
buildina • sense of social identity. The threat. or potential threat. of job loss will
result in the a.nt:icipatiocl. of loss aJDODI empio)eeS. Often creat loss will be
anticipatedI
Health care emplo"ees &equcntly react to the do'lMlSizina ptoce. with
feelinp of anpr aDd demoralizatioD. (Barnes, HartrlOIl. aDd Kish. 1996). The
downsiziD. ptoces provides staff' ~lopJnent personnel with • ~ahh of
opportunities to promote posi.ti~ per3Otl&l and professional self-esteem and
positi~ c:opill,lkiDs lUDODI emplo)ftS (Sudderman. 1995). It is esseDtial that
issues e~n temotely suJFSli\tC of the idea that doWDSUinI is dowapding, or
ewn wone that it is depdin. or dewluJ:n&, be .~ided. Emplo"ees need to hear
positi-.e~.. that reflect their '4lue to the orptLizatioD..
Sta1f dewlopmelU. penonnel mutt be· aware of the many effects that the
downsizin. ptOCUI may bave OQ beallb care emplo,ees. This awareae. will
permit the dewlopmellt aDd the dclhoery of educational aDd trainin. programs
that are sensitive to the needs of the emplo~es. Downsizing creates unique
challenges for the heahh care facility. the employee. and the facilitY's staff
development personnel
Bw:kIr9ppd to "" Stpdr
The threat of job loss has complex effects on both the employee and the
workplace. The o~rridinJ characteristics of employees' reactions to job loss are
grief and anxiety. The JrievinJ process beJins with anticipated grief when the
employee hean rumours of the impendinJ reSITUeturing and downsizinJ. As a
part of the pleving process, personal anxiety, and anxiety about the changes that
are to come. are the feelings most frequently reported by employees. Anxiety is
prevalent in all situatio"1s that individuals perceive as posing a threat. The
employees who retain their jobs within the facility also report anxiety caused by
overwbelmin& feelings of .dness and JUilt.
Downslzing may DOt be the name for an intricate medical or surgical
procedure, but health care employees find it just as painful. Many employees
view downsizing as something that can happen to them reprdless of their years of
service, or their loyalty. Employees experience ememe feelinp that the
organization has betta,ed them.
Working continuously in an environment that is characterized by
uncertainty and chan. often creates some wry unique needs in the employees
who are affected by this environment. Having worked in a health care
environment that has been under the constant threat of do'NllSizing for the past
two (2))UIs, I ha'o'e experienced and witnessed some of the paralysina effects of
anxiety caused by uncertainty with respect to one's future job status. Even worse
are the effects of a constantly grindina nunour m.iU; one week a rumour thai is
very positive for )UU personally, and the neJel week a bleak, negative rumour.
This study was undenaken with !he assumption that downsizing eteates ernplo)ees
who suffer from the effects of anxiety and insecurity, and that the special needs
of these emplo)ees can be met to a large dearee by the optimal use of the
resources of staff development personnel.
Purposp 01 tbc Study
The purposes of this SlUdy are four-fold:
1. To identJ'yand desc:ribe the specific effects ofthe downsizing process on
emplo)'Ces 'M>rking within health care organizations.
2. To identify the specific: learner needs of emplo~eswho are anticipating,
ellperiencing, or have upenenced downsizing.
3. To determine the e~ent to which staff development personnel are currently
meeting the needs of emplo)'!es affected by downsizing.
4. To identify, and to recommend ways in which the needs of beahh e:ate
employees, during downsizing, may be met by staff development personnel.
Sinifiqpq gf "II: Sbtdy
There is a paucity of literature addressing the needs of emplo~esand the
role of staff deyclopment personnel durinl the downsizina: process (Sudderman.
1995). The results and the recommendations of this study will provide health care
facilities with an up-close. and personal. view of the education and mining needs
of emplo,.ees that are caused by the downsizing process. The results and
recommendations of this study will also provide the administration of health care
facilities with guidelines for the optimal utilization of their staff deyclopment
resources in meeting the specific needs of employees at this time.
The study results will also be of great benefit to health care orpnizations
that have undergone downsizing. Health care orpnizations that hayc completed
one do'MlSizing process are six (6) times more likely to do so again (Barren.
1995). Downsizing tends to become a process of continual refinement.
The following chapter will e~e some of the most penment Uteralure
related to the effects of downsizing on health care employees. and the effeclive
utilization of the staff development resources of health care orpnizations
ltEVIEW OF RELA'lm LITERAroRE
This chapter touches upon some of the most pertinent issues in the
literature related to change, downsizing in health care organizations, staff
development, and the adult leamer.
"Few will have fire greomm ro bDuJ history iI:sdf: bur each
of ILS CtJII wort to change 4 small ponion of~u, and in
rhe tot4i.. all of those act.! will be wrinm in the history of
this smerotion. .. --Raben F. Kennedy
In his book. Change Forces. Michael Pullan (1993) describes a group of
teachers in maritime Canada who describe change as, "A planned voyage into
uncharted waters, with a leaky boat, and with a mutinous crew" (p.24). Fullan
outlines a n..:w paradigm of change that involves the following eight pidelines:
What matters cannot be mandated. A cardinal rule of the human
condition is that one cannot make people change, fotte them to think
differently or to compel them to develop new skills.
Chanae is not a blueprint; it is a journey. This journey is loaded with
uncertainty and excitement, and is sotnetimes penerse. H individuals
do not venture into this uncenainty, no degree of change will occur.
Problems are friends. Problems are inevitable; no learning takes
place without them. Becoming iInmersed in problems resWts in
creath'e solutions.
Vision and strategic plannin, come later. Premature vision and
planning can be blinding. Vision does not precede action. it emerges
from action. Vision utilizes a "ready fire .aim strategy" (p.IO)
Individualism and eollectivism haYC equal power. Proactive change is
a result of oycrcoming isolation, while not succumbins to sroupthink.
Neither centralization nor de-eentralization 'M)rlt. Both top--down and
bottom~up stratez:ies are necessary to effect chanae. Centralization
may err to~ oYer-control. but de-centralization errs toward chaos.
A connection with a wider environment is critical The besl:
.;>rg;anizatio.!1s learn from exzemal as well as internal scnic:es. Many
organintioos fail to keep a proaetiYC stance toward the environment.
Every individual is an agent of change. Change is much too
imponant to be left to the eJqJens.
Hanson (l99l) identifies three basic categories of change: planned change,
spontaneous change, and evolutionary change. Planned change is deh'berate;
utilizing eonscious effort to reach a pre-determined end. Planned change can be
carried out either formally or informally. The three (3) cornerstones of planned
change are: a fun understanding of the technololY of an inno....tion. a knowledge
of the envircnmental Ct'nsttaints, and an established strategy for the change
process. These cornerstones h....e numerous ....riations and require that time and
energy be invested to determine the most effective combination. An eDmple of
planned change would be the restructuring and downsitinl that is currently
underway within many ilealtb care facilities.
Spontaneous chanae occurs as a result of narural circumstances and
random occurances. There is no dell'berate attempt to bring about this type of
change. No Ifand plans direct its course; it just happens. An example of
spontaneous change would be the change in peoples' attitudes toward their place
of employment when they realize that their jobs and their livelihood may be in
jeopardy because of impending downsizing.
EYOlutionary change takes place as a result of long·range planning.
Evolutionary change is associated with the belief that through time people,
conditions. and events will improve. An elllJDple of eYOlutionary change would be
employees' eventual acceptance of downsizing as a reality in teday's health care
system, and subsequent preparations to guard apinst the unpleasant effects of the
process on indi\'idual employees.
Change can be approached and accomplished using various strategies. To
those who may be fainthearted about enterina the ring of change, Machiavelli
(cited in Hanson, 1991) offers some sage advice in.~ 'M'itten about
1513:
It IUU. be considered that there is nathin&
more difficult to carry out. nor more
doubtful of success, QOr more daneerous
to handle, than to initiate a Dew order of
of things.. For the reformer has enemies
in ,11 those who profit by the old order,
and only tub-warm defenders in all those
who would profit by the new order.(p.301)
Change can be approached using an earthquake. or incremental approach
(Hanson, 1991). When contemplatiDa: a change the question of delfee is crucial.
An earthquake change is very hiab risk and must be hit just right. Incremental
change inwlves , series of small seeps forward. Incremental chanae is considered
to be the most efficacious chanae strategy. Although incremental cbanae is not
quite as glamorous as earthquake change, it usually has bener, surer results.
Machiavellian change strategies are dedicated to acoompIislling the change,
but demonstrate no bias toward the use of democraric procedures or respect for
close relatio'lShips. This strate". c:onccnttates effons to a few key tarJC's and
inwlves fighting to win when DeCe:lSllry. It suppons seekina: out the history on
importanr issues. building coalitions that can support change efforts., and using
groups that can bring pressure to bear on the internal processes of an
organization. Ahhough adopting a Machia..ellian strategy is sometimes viewed as
"playing cUny", in the real world this strateI)' and the tactics inwlYed.. are
important skills to be leamed.
The batchet-man chanae strategy is not among the noble cu of strategies.
Use of this strategy usually indicates that major organizational surJCry bas been
diagnosed and that the surpon has just arrived. This strategy responds only to
the needs of the orpnization. ilDores the needs of emplo~s, and considers that
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in any situation the most powerful will be the winners. Loyalty is viewed very
highly, trust and friendship are scarce commodities. and the focus is on breaking
up coalition:. that haw power. A '"quick: strike'" approach is used because it is
thought to ."OUi unpleasanmess, and a "Ft out quick after the deed is done"
approach is thoupt to relieve the frustration and trauma that has been caused.
The white hat strategy utilizes relationships. trust, and democratic
procedures at all times. HaYelock (cited in Hanson. 1991) identifies relationships
as the focus of this strategy. Diagnosing problems with clients, identifying and
obtaining relevant resources, generating solutions, and encouraging acceptance
and stabilization are also primary characteristics of the white hat strategy.
The guerrilla change strategy is utilized from within an organization. This
approach builds up areas of support in the organization and then expands by
drawing in other elements. This strategy is purposeful and committed to effecting
very specific chanaes. Consciousness-raising and social networking ate the main
lools used with this strategy. Often the guerrilla strategy works against formal
leadership in an attempt to bring about change and win concessions, and may be
initiated co...enLy. The unionization of emplo)'ees is an uampk of using the
guerrilla strategy to effect change. Of the various strategies that can be utilized to
bring about change, the guerrilla strategy is probably the least understood.
11
De Jpdiyidgal apd Clgmft
In a world where change mirrors life itself; in which )'OU can ne.."r be
perfectly happy or permanently in barmony, people with knowledge of how to
view, cope with. and initiate chanF MaDaF much better than others (Fullan,
1993). The Greek philosopher Heraclitus, in sao ac., made 5eYeral interesting
statements concemiJLg change and the individual. He commented that an
individual could never step into the same riWlf twice; that strife is the basic
condition of the natural 'WOrld, causing cYer)'thing to be in a continuous motion
and continuous change; and in the human condition nothing is permanent except
change.
HO~Wlr. bebaYioutists have been known to say that humans will change
only as little as requited (Smith. I99$). In his book Teacbing the gkgh,pt IQ
~ • James Belasco (1990) relates individual chanae to training an elephant:
Trainers shackle )Oung elephants with heavy chains
10 deeply imbedded stakes. In that way the elephant
learns to stay in its pia-ceo Older elephants newt try
to le.Wl even though they bave the snenp to move
the stake and moYe be)'Olld. Their conditioning limits
lheir movement with only a small metal bracelet
around their foot, attached to nothing. (p.2)
Lib Belasco's elephants, often an individual's conditioning and attitudes
toward change bloclt their ability to think in anticipation of specific changes.
Blocks are created when there is a lack of commitment and feedback, and a
satisfaction with, or a ~sted interest in, the status quo (Smith, 1995). Individuals
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who have poor attitudes to.-rd. and inadequate knowledae of the proposed
lack of orpnizational supports. stacie orpnization&. aDd ibadeqaate rewards for
chanae create blocb for both otp.nizations atld the individuals iDwhed in tbe
change process.
EYeD when chan. is uticipated. indi'o'iduals will uperienoe an initial
aJUiety. The Q10St collJcieDtious individuals will experieoc:e real CQIlcern
throUFOUl the cbanae process. AIl those concerned must be p...en the
opportunity to work throu;h their persollal beliefs ill the lilbt of the chanae.
These opportunities must be provided in • non-tbreateninc environment with their
peers. 510 that concertLS about the chanae caD. be wiced. Ind.ividuals need to have
some control over, and a say ill, the chan. process to fully adapt their beliefs to
the change.
Sergiovanni (1993) makes seven (7) recommendations that will ease the
change process for the individuals inyohed:
The individuals fto will be inyolYed in the chanF should always be of
........"DDponuce.
The cbanF iuelf is always -.condary to the people.
The concerns aClhe individuals lnwhoed must always be acknowledged.
Adequate time mUll be provided for individuals to express their
"''''''....
Cornmon undenraadinp are essential to aCCOlDplish efrecti'le c:hanae.
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Individuals should choose: change alliances carefully.
The number of chaDaes that are attempted at one time should be
limited.
Individuals usually accommodate change in stages. For most individuals.
the first stage in accommodating change is denial Denial permits the individual
to register the change and permits hislher reactions to accommodate the change.
Emplo)'Us experience a feeling of numboe.. They do not react. but tend to
focus more on the way minp used to be. The second stage is one of resistance
and is characterized by self~oubt.anger, depression. and alUiety. During this
stage there is usually a great deal of grumbling. causing individual and group
productivity to plummet. The third stage is one of c:Ilplontion. This is an
exciting and e::dillarating stage, characterized by a release of energy and
development of a new sense of purpose. This stage may become quite chaotic
and stressful if adequate structure is not provided. The final stage is one of
commitment. In this stage individuals become ready to refocus on, and move
ahead with. the planned change. This stap will usually last until the neD major
change is planned.
To withstand the stress of change, individuals must ut.ilize a number of very
imponant skiIIs. They must achieve a full commitment to their work. and be able
to create a sense of purpose and meaning in what they do. They must also
experience a sense of control and personal power, loom. for those areas of their
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jobs oYer which they can ext" control. Individuals who cope effecti'o'ely see
change as a challenge, an opponunity to learn new sIcills. They are able to make
connections. to wlue friendships. to feel respected, and to have common bonds
with those around them.
Chanae is a highly personal experience to every individual. It is a process
that requires the individual to progress through stages. The individual must
always be the primary focus of the change process.
Chap. in Health CanS",
The training of health care employees, the organization of health care
facilities and health care S)'Slcms,. the operation of the health care hierarchy, and
the treatment of health care systems by political decision makers. results in a
system that is more likely to try to maintain the status quo, than to change
(Pullan, 1993). When change is attempted under such circumstances. the result is
often defensiveness, superficiality, or at best mort-lived pockets of success.
Many of the changes that ha\'C OCCUlTed in the health care industry oYer
the past several)'UlS h....e affected almost every service within the industry (Fr.
Tripp, 1990). Regulations reprding payment for health care services hue had a
broad impact on a \lU'iety of issues, many of which inwl...e cba:nge for employees.
Many institutions h....e decreased the o...erlll number of emplo,ees and acquiesced
to payers' demands to decrease patients' lengths of stay. At the same time,
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attempts haYe been made to m.aintaiIl the traditioaal hi&b quality of patient can:
with fewer numbers of emplo,.ees doine the same number of tasks. This creates
many challcDses ror the beahh care system. For d.iu.icians this iD'o'OIYes tteatina:
and discharJinc patieDts who may still be ill; for suppon u.tr it DleaJlS respond.iJtg
to more patient calls; for mana....rs and administrators it iJnolYet dealibl Wh low
empJo)'ec morale and squeezma more prodactiwy out of fewer resources.
To stay competitive in the marketplace. many hospitals ue downsizing to
reflect the decreased demand for acute care beds (Barnes, Harmon. and Kish,
1986; Godfrey, 1994; Ireson and Powers., 1987; Pawlic:k, 1994). The resuhant
forced termination of employmclu is an event that creates cbanaes that effect
both the emplo)ef and the emplo)'ll!c in profoWld and IonJiutin.....,.. The
relocation of both permanel1t and temporary employees bas increased, causing the
need for these emplo,.ees to adapc to some very spec:ifK: cbanFS-
In. study of 281 American Hospilals, lapseD (1993) found that the
hospitals that reduced suffina by 1.75" or more were~ more likely to
experience an increase in patient illDess and monality rates. In this study 72))00
health care workers at 84 hospitals were iDtervielloed. The feSllks indicated thai
31~ afthe employees indicated that time was hein. walled throuJh papetvl'Ork.
re·work, duplication of work, or inappropriate werle. This wasted time consumed
6S billion of the 384 billion dollars spent for beahb care in hospitals alone. When
staff size is chanJed without. correspondin. chanae in work assianment. waste is
,.
not eliminated.
The specific in·house changes associated with downsizing have been
numerous and diYerse (Sn)der, 1994). Many of the effects of these changes have
had unanticipated effeds on the emplo)'Us and on the customers of the health
care system.
"Do~..•_riglJtsizitI&._._layofft. ....rt-st1KCtIlrin8--tllese
tmns all tkfin~ nnployer imposed eva in /ulmQII nso«1rts,
aiM6i. at mi,.dng expenses." -- A.w M. RIlSS (1994)
In hopes of gaining greater efficiency and effectiveness., many businesses
are streamlining operations (Batten, 1995). Industry specific factors and
economics. driYen by global economic shifts, have put health care facilities under
pressure to downsize. Health care facilities haYe seen the value of their ponfolios
plummet due to a decrease in interest rates and widespread refinancing. The
bottom Une is that debts must be serviced. Doe solution is to streamline
operations. with the largest savinSS coming from the elimination of emplo~e
positions.
In recent years health care facilities have been enpged in YUious internal
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and elllernal resuueturing activities in an effort to survive (Godfrey, 1994). Some
of the biggest health industry news stories have been related to hospital
consolidations and mergers. The re--strueturiDg being e~rienced by Canadian
health care facilities, has long been called fur by the leaders of the various health
care professions (Sudderman, 1995). One of the dilemmas being experienced 'Nitb
the te-sttuetUring process is the slow progress being experienced in the shifting of
priorities from curative hospital services to oommunity based primary care and
heahh promotion. Canadian health care facilities are currently confronted with
the mandate to close beds so that resources can be shifted to community services.
This is a process commonly referred to as downsizing.
'Ihe OItjediw or Pmwippc ip Hte"bgp'T
Just as it has proven necessary in such large corporations as General
Motors or International Business Machines, some form of downsizing is necessary
in health care because of the high cost of the S)'Slem.
Wans (1993) outlines the objecti...es of the downsizing process in health
The predominant goal of downsizing is to decrease the cost of a health
care infrastructure that bas risen far be)'ODd the ability of the consumer to pay.
Other objectives of the process include reduction of the cost per health care
customer served, sernce for more customers. more effeethoe customer ilCtvicc.
The process also aims to create a health care system that pays more attention to
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customer !leeds and e.mtions. ud that prOlJlOl:es and accommodates progress
and chan•.
DO'M18zina in health care miabt better be~~ as doMLSizinI the
enormous and C¥et maeasina overhead. wase, and inefficiency that now pervade
the system. The doUan thus _'led woukI be allocated to meetin. the basic Deeds
of.n the S)StInS customers. includin. thO!Je customers who are without adequate
access to the S)'Stem.
Pawiiclci (1995) dcscn'bes a pre-downsi.zi:ng period that beps when
rumours start to circuJr,te about forthCODlin. chanFS to the bea.lth care
orpn.i.zation. This period ends when decisions about reducin. emplo)'U numbers
are announced. Emplo)'US often find that they have no connot OYer their fate,
and because of this. often become o¥er--alert. They may misread sipals about
unit closures or in'¥Oluotuy redundaDcies. Emplo)'Ces become cuarded about
exposinl their true thoupts and feeliDss. and their actions often become very
CODUOI1ina. especially toward patients.
During this period emplo,.ees Iud to split into newer and older JIoupings
depending on the temp of their employment. When emplo)'tts are asked to
adopt a realisric approach to downsizina. they may feel abused and abandoned. If
the pre-downsizina period is Dot curtailed reasonably early, emplo,ees may find it
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difficult to maintain empathy with co-workers and with patients. As with any
trauma, proloDpid threat to job and financial security will cause employees to
"'numb-out'" in order to survive. As a resuh the employee's job responsibilities
maysufrer.
Employees become preoccupied with surviYlll and therefore bave limited
emotional capacity, thus decreasing their feelings of personal job satisfaction.
NegatiYe feC'l[ings. resuJtiDg from traumatic and devaluing experiences. ue often
passed on to patients. In turn, palient behaviours become increasingly
manipulati'o'C.
Dprigr DomgiRpr
Timing is crucial to the downsizina: process. Once a schedule is
determined, implementation should continue according to schedule, so that
employee and community apprehension is decreased (Rozboril. 1987). The
process is best thought of as a spectrum of activity. It is a continuum that
encompaSSles not only elimination of positions, but also early retirements. hiring
freezes, attrition, conversion of positions to part-time, job sbarins. delays in salary
increases, salary reductions, mandatory time off, and furloughs (Webber.I994). It
is important that the health care facility meet with the emplo)'ees that are 10 be
affected, to explain the proposed actions and present emplo~ options (Rozboril.
1987; Godfrey. 1994).
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The whole downsizing process should be conducted in a manner that is
respectful of human dignity (Webber. 1994). All emplo)"cs nced time to adjust.
and need adequate information with respect to the implementation of the process.
Specific guidelines should be followed during any downsizing process. These
guidelines include:
Advance notice of change in job status should be given to all
affected employees. Written notice of at least 10 days should be
gi~n. and emplo)'ecs should neWf be asked to leave
immediately or at the end of the week.
Emplo}«s who are to experience a chance in job status should
be given the rationale for the decision affecting their jobs. If
the decisions have followed due process there should be
nothing to hide. Withholding or providing misleading
information, is an insult to those who ha\'e str'o'ed the health
care facility.
Early departure of emplo)ecs should be discouraged.
Encouraging employees to stay until their effective date
recognizes their contribution and accentuates the fact that the
health care orpnization cares about them. The fear that the
laid-off employees will sabotage the organization has no
credibility in the average emplo)'Dlent setting.
All other emplo~esshould be informed of the lay-offs and the
rationale for them. Survivors of the downsizing process are
often demorali2ed, insecure, and feel somewhat guilty. All
emplo~es need a clear. honest e:lplanation of why they remain
while some of their colJeaJUes are gone.
Whether implemented quickly or slowly, downsizing is a traumatic
e~rience for emplo~es (Pawlicki, 1994). The trauma results from an eWDt that
overwhelms the ordinary S)1ltem of care that p~ individuals a sense of connol.
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connectedness. and mcaninJ..
Heahh care orp..biz:ltions can approac:b. the dowasiziDa of the llUmber of
employee positions usia._ w.rU:tyofuareps (Webber, 1994; Bames, Harmon
&. Kish. 1986).
Across the board reductions of employees can be made. Some
health cue orpnizations ask each depan:tl1eDt to reduce by a
standard percentale. AhhousIJ. this practice treats all
depanments equally; -equal- is not necessarily the same as
'"fair". If emphasis is to be placed on quality and efficiency of
service, across the board reductions are rarely appropriate.
Reduems emplo)ft positions can be based on
abilitY/qualifications(performanec. The ODaoina needs of
departmenu and orpnizations require that attention be given to
employees' abilities, qualifications, and performance. This
procedure usually requires dole DlOIlitorinl to aYoid its being
used to sepante emplo)fts on a basis of performaDce or
behaviourial problems.
DiWlrsity can be used for the basis of employee reductions. An
emplo,ec's polcntial for lay-off !baWd be reviewed for its effects
on workforce diWirsity, for e:a.m.pk: minorit:y aroups or women.
A commitment to worlcforce dhoersity should be an essential. J1O(
alwwry.
Emplo)'ec reductions can be hued on seniority. Orp.niz.ations
should have • Feater 1o,.Jty to those employees who bue
served for Ion.r periods. It is often appropriace to consider
seniority when selectinl employees ror la)'-Off. but seniority
should not .I....~ be the decidinl faeeor.
The best: decisions reprdinllay-off's are often made by caking a
variety of criteria into consideration. The cri.teria used should
be carefuUy reviewed on the basis of each individual case.
It is ememely imponant that the individual who has co inform employees
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of lay-off. be very clear about the criteria that were used to make the decisions.
This will enable the employees to understand the rationale for the decisions that
have been made.
PoIl-Pmmsizipc
The post-downsizing period can last up to a )Ut after the decisions about
employee and department reductions have been finalized and implemented
(Pawliclri. 1994). During this period employees are vigilant for any signs that their
unit or their department will shrink any funher. Some will have assumed new
jobs or will have been reassigned to new areas. and a number will. have resigned
in an effort to regain a sense of control Feelings of anger may be reflected in the
terms they use when referring to the changes that have occurred. Por cDmple
they may refer to their co-worJcers, units, or depanmenrs as heinl "murdered" or
"killed-.off"'.
Some emplo~es may feel more personal connections with the former
system and colleagues than with the new regime. This dysfunctional state may be
fulfilled by a fantasy that they can preaene the pbilosophy. treatment modes. c0-
workers. and depanmental identities that have been lost. Other emplo)'ecs may
experience -surviYOf auilt" because co-workers have lost their jobs. while they are
still employed. It can be ptedicted that trust between empk>yees and managers
will break do'ftu.
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This post-downsizing period is characterized by employee feelings of
disorientation. Employees are physically and mentally cwusted, and levels of
sick leave can be expected to rise. The ability of employees [0 make simple.
routine decisions is hampered because c'o'erything seems different. Performance
errors occur with increasing frequency and job related injuries increase. Some
employees may lose their faith in treatment approaches and job practices.
There are many activities that are necessary (ollowing the downsizing
process. The implementation of these activities are time and energy consuming
(Rozboril, 1987). The following areas should be the focus of a health care
organization's energies after downsizing has occurred:
Morale buildina should be a major focus. so that employees'
trust can be re-established. To accomplish, this communication
should increase and employees should be permitted more input
into decision maicing.
Facilities should put a great deal of effon into improving their
image in the community. Any misinterpretations of activities
should be cleared up and public rclations activities should be
UtcrcaSiCd.
Recruitmcnt cffons will be necessary because of the decrease in
the numbers of full-time emplo)'Ces. In many areas therc will be
a need to inereaSiC the numbers of pan-time emplo)'Ccs.
Centralization of emplo)'Ccs is necessary to achie~ efficiency
and creati~ staffine pattcrns. All staffing and scheduling
funetiolls should be centralized.
Close productivity monitoring fur each work unit shoukl be
undertaken to cnable immediate adjustments to chanaini
situations.
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EAminiDa: of roles and associated tasks should be undertaken in
every :service. Roles and laSk:s sbaWd be defined and re-defined
as necessary.
DownsizinS is like .akina medicine; )'OU Ft short term improvement to the
bOltom line (BarTen, 1995). When the medicine wears off, )'OU want to take it
again. therefore it becomes (;)CUe. An orpnization that downsizes CD-ce. is six (6)
times more likely 10 do $0 apin. The process becomes one of continual
refinement.
No two (2) heahh care orpnizations will experience the downsizing process
in the same manner. But, organizations that are approaching the process should
establish a S)'Slematic plan so that chaos can be minimized (Rozboril, 1987;
Godfrey, 1994). The man&aement aflhe heahh care orpnization should be
a\'8i1able to employees and encoUJ1lF OpeD discussion.. Employees should be
permitted as much input intO decision making as possible. Employees whose jobs
have been effected by downsizing should be provided with as many supports as
possible.
When their jobs are threatened, health care emplo)'t-es experience fear,
anxiety, and loss or structure attd order ($udderman. L99S; Webber. 1994). lob
loss also impin&es an employees sense of belonging to a group. and threatens self-
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eSlecm because the employee's sense of imponance is challenged. Work provides
not only financial security and the basic necessities of life, but also social
interaction. opponunity for self·fulfilment and growth. a sense of purpose within a
group, and a social identity_
Human reaction to actual or perceived loss is grief, whether for the loss of
jobs. or for change!> in the organiz:1tion. Fr. Kevin F. Tripp (1990). a hospital
chaplain, states that more and more chaplains are finding themselYes called upon
to minister in a climate of grief, caused by health care organizations in crisis. Fr.
Tripp di.scussc:s the appropriateness of application of the five stages of grief (Dr.
Elisabeth Kubler·Ross, 1969) when working with employees in healthcare facilities
that are downsizing:
Denial and isolation are experienced by employees when the
facility is going through the motions pretending everything is
normal. Employees deny reality by rcfusinB to discuss problems
and leaders are l1Ilcommunicative and/or unavailable. Isolation
happens because leaders are unavailable to employees. leaving
the employees feeling very much left out. Employees are
usually polite but distant.
Anger erupts when pretence no longer suffices; anger,
rage, and envy take control These emotions are very
difficuh for employees to deal with. Emplo)ees may
disrupt the facUity with unscheduled and unauthorized
absences. file grievances, and find other ways to retaliate.
This anger is ultimately. source of healina:. Employees
must be permitted to express their anger so that the air
may be cleared.
The bargaining that follows often takes the form of the
negotiatina: process, persuadinl emplo)ees to pve up or
assume new responsibilities. Bargaining always resum in
2.
cba.np (0 work apumcnts; ruultilll in loss for :mme
emplo~es..
The depression that. for JDme empio)"ees, raDoM the
barpiniD.a Slap can be reactive or preparatory in nature.
Reactille depression is. reac:tioD. to what has oc:c:urred. a
iay-olf for e._pie. Preparatory depression occurs when a
loss is expected. and is characterized by a predominant
emotion of adl1ess. It is~ important that this feeling of
adDe. be ac:cepced IJld Dot denied.
Acceptance, the final slaF. occurs when employees
cYeDtuallyaccept their losses. These losses become an
inlear.al pan of the emplo)ecs life experience. This stage
involYes evaluation of menps and weaknesses, and
consideration of career ~oices.
Woodward and Buckhohz (cited in Sudderman. 199.5) describe the four (4)
predominant ruaions of huhh care emplo~cs to orpnizatioll&1 cbanlt-
Knowledac of these reactions is important in understaDdina how emplo)ees may
demolUttate their ariel oYer losses. Some employees may disenpF. losing
interest in their 'MXk and withdrawing from. their work settinp. Other emplo)ecs
may disidentify and lose their sense of indiWlual W:lentity. The employee who
disidentifies tends to llYe in the put. continually reminiscinc about '\be way things
used to be". Still other emplo)'ecs may become disoriented, losinl site of their
place in the organization. This disoriented emplo)'Ce's activities often become
misdireaed becaUJe f/be is operatma without priorities and pis. Some
employees may become di.sendwued, realWng that what is lOne is really lOne,
and become quite anif}'. This Inpr is often YOlatile, and may be suppressed,
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only to surface at inappropriate times aDd in inappropriate wa)So. These
reactions are aD oormal copiDl mechanisms and can be healthy and productive.
However, when emplo~es become stude. these behaviours become problematic to
both the emplo)ec and the orp.niz:ation
When emplo~es are asked to express their feelinp about chanFS that
have occurred in their job status, they commonly use such phrases as "'stab in the
back", "slap in the face", and "no consideration fur my bard work and 1o)1llty"
(Godfrey, 1994). Often, anger peaks when employees arc being interviewed for
other jobs. They feel that the orpnization owes them a job. and that they should
not be asked to prove themselves lip-in.
Much of an employee's identity and sense of amtribution and
accomplishment is related to the work that !/he does (Webber, 1994). Most
individuals cnter the workplace out of economic necessity, but work often
becomes much more than • means to a pa}Check.. Losina: a job is a threat to an
emplo~e's sense of identity and sclf-wonh. as well as to financial well-being and
security.
EmpfomNn41
Oownsit:ina may not be the name given 10 an intricate surgical procedure,
but to health care empJo,ees it can be just as painful (Russ. 1994). Many
emplo~es view Iay-otr as .:nnethina that can happen to them no matter how loyal
2S
they have been or how long they hue worked in the organization.
During the \Viaus stages of the downsizing process employees need to
have reality reinforced. and to have this reality tempered with maeased levels of
nurturing (Pawlicki, 1994). The emplo:)et should ensure that extra break periods
and more informal contacts with employees take place. Employees should be
encouraged to give vent to their feelings and to discuss the chanaes that have
taken place and that are planned. A structured time should be provided for
talking about rumours fa lessen the possibility that unfounded rumours will
flourish.
Employees that are displaced because of downsizing often experience
feelings of anger and demora1it:ation. Displacement Orientation Programs can
positively affect this anger. Barnes. Harmon. and Kish (1993) describe onc such
program for displaced employees that '4'8.$ put in place in a 300 bed tcaching
hospital of the Medical CoUcge of Ohio. Displaced employees reported that this
program decreased their keMp of trauma and anger.
The employees who are laid-off to meet the organization's pis, bear the
biggest burden of the reorganiz.ation (Webber, 1994). It is therefore imponant,
that the organit.ation be as generous as possible with benefits and placement
assurances. In this case, generous is not the most accurate term, because laid-off
employees are owed benefits to panially compensate them for the blUdens they
are asked to bear for the orpnization.
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Emplo)ecs should be provided with access to counselling services, to make
them aware of the positive measures that am be laken to prepare for possible lay.
off (Russ, 1994). Among these preparatory measures are networking. updating
resumes, developing ponfolios, and compiling reference lists. Emplo~es should
be well trained in the -des" and "don'ts'" of lay-off. They should be helped to
realize that often things work out for the best, and made aware of the advantages
of maintaining a positive attitude. Some of the most successful entrepreneurs are
created after a Jay..off.
Often, employees find themselves having to adapt to new jobs and new
work environments (Sudderman. 1995). There is a paucity of literature addressing
the educational Deeds of health care employees during downsizing. With the
impact of so many major changes .:In employees in the organization, careful
consideration mnst be given before any extra learning d~ands are added. Any
formal educational presentations must take intO consideration the charadcristics
of the adult/anxious adult learner. This consideralion involves safe
instructor/student ratios. building on the emplo)ees' strengths and acknowledging
the emplo)'ees' anxieties. There should be pneral educational offerings that help
employees deal with their CIlfTent situations. Such topics as S1ress manasement,
motivation and self-esteem, entrepreneurship, coping with loss, resume writina,
orientation, and re-orientation pr0ll'ams are aD Yery valuable to emplo)ees at this
time. The informal needs of emplo)'Us include acc:ess to neutral individuals
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within the facility, usuaDy su.tr dewlopment personneL Sessions haw; to be
provided that allow employees to eqn-ess their feelinp and seek advice and
counsellina- One-on-onc. or in sm.n goup$, emplo~esDced clarification of the
issues and need to voice their concerns to empathetic ears. They need constant
updates with respect to the facility's chanaes and plans.
Educatioul presentations can provide emplo)'ees with iDc:reased lewis of
self-esteem- Educational senices can also provide the positiw messaps that are
ememely important to employees during the doWIISiziDI process.
'ffa 1lIQ11 DflprieslU.tptl~illto Ilis"«Jd. tlO.lUI can Ulb
it away/roM lIi111. All UndJIIDll ill knowledge oIways paJtI
me bat iItI:ItrGt. BettjaMili FrrJJtkJjn
Knowledae and skills are tWO (2) important requinments that enable
empio)'ecs to funetioll effectiwly in the petforma.nc:e of their jobs (Joyce ud
Sho'Wers, 1988). Unfortunately aeither knowiedle nor skill occur simultaneously,
or if already in eltislence, are aUlomatw:ally enhanced. Adding new knowiedp:
and sIrl11s to the repertoire of employees. to the point where the contcnt and sIrills
can be utilized effecti-wely in the work settiD& is • difficult task that requires much
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intense, organized effort.
The benefits of. skilled and compliant 'tWOrkforce to a health e:ate
orpnization provide suflic:ient ratioDale to dewlap strong t'e5Cl,II"Cf)S ill. the area of
staff de..eiopment ($haw, 1995). Too often an undersk:illed and inadequate
workforce threatens an orp.n.izatioll's ability to compete, and to meet established
goals. In response to a recent Keele university study, Law (l99S) states that staff
dCYelopmeot raises moti....tion. enhances e~etations, and offen a .....y forward.
[f the ....lue of staff development is 10 be muimi2ed. it must be viewed as a long
term investment in human resources where immediate pa~ffs are Dot easily
measured.
Amon. the rationales for Slaft' development that are discusled by Barr
(1993) are: inadequate pre-service ttainins. mainteDallce of professional growth.
achievement of productiYe change, provision of continuity of service. motivation of
employees, and provision of cJP8.oded opponunity to emplo)'ecs. Current trends
also wuest that two (2) additional rationales have emerged. These are the
Dced to facilitate team building. and the need to muimize emplo~e and
orpni.zational crowtb and accountability to both intcmal and elllernal client$.
Staff DmIPPP1"" MgcIcII
Serpo'o'Ulni (1993) describes three (3) staff de\telopmcnt models. These
models provide alteratives to the ·ODe size fits an· problem that traininl often
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presents. The first model ScrgioYllnDi dcxribcs is the training model This model
consists of the traditional inservice propmming that is known to most health
care employees. The training model is best suited to a problem that can be
defined as a deficit in knowledge of some kind. This training is linked to clear
objectiYes • and relies on conventional. weU-.elecuted instruction with the
employee usually assuming a passive role. The techniques most often used
include oral presentations, illustrated presentations. demoDstrations, and
observation of good practice. This model provides opportunities for employees to
practise what they learn in the classroom.
The professional development model is the second model described by
Sergiovanni This model emphasizes providing health care employees with a rich
environment loaded with leaching materials. media, books • and devices. With
encouragement, employees interact with this environment. and each other,
through exploration and discovery. The most: useful professional development is
characterized by an intensity of personal in'o'Olvement, immediate consequences for
clinical practice, stimulation and ego support by meaningful associations in the
situation, and initiation by other healthcare employees rather than olltsiders.
Serpovan.ni's third model is one of renewal Renewal models permit
health care employees to FOW personally and professionally. With this model the
emphasis shifts from improvina their performance to commitment to their
profession. Renewal implies doing something o~r and over again. reusing.
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makin, new, restOhnlo re-esublishina. and revaluing as emplo)'US, both
individually and a)llec:tively. EmpkJ)'ftS are c.lKlOUrapd to rcOed OIl. themselves
as individuals. and as individuals within their profession. In the renewal model,
emphasis is placed on buildin... caring community by encouragin. employees [0
reflect and [0 engage in conver.tion and discourse.
Cd*" Iggg in StaIr pmtnpwpt
Barr (1993) identifies issues lhal are crucial to the development and the
maintenance of effective scaff development prograJllDlina. Firsc among these
issues is the facility's climate. The climate shapes the orpnization's approach to
staff development. This philosophical basis is often re¥Uled in the orpnization's
mission statement. The financial RIppon for staff developD1en.t proptmming is
also very important. with InYeSllllenl either bema wise and lonS term at one end
of the oontinuwn. or .. token effort at the opposite end. The issue of job training
relew.nce is often related to the pls and objecti\'es afthe orpnization. Many
scaff development prolfUIlS are developed in quick response to immediate job
and program· related requirements. Rapid chanFs in an orpniDtion's
environment abo reqllirc task related and technical education and tndning. This
specific type of staff development relates directly to pUina the job done.
Affirmative action is also IJl issue thlit impacts on staff development
proanmmine- The diYersity ofemp~esand patients in our health care systems.
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provides a mandate to examine and utilize alternate approaches to the delivery of
slaff development programs.
Steps in Sound Stall DmIompmI Pnpsrwmin
A sound sttatclY for launchin& an effective staff dellelopment program
involves six (6) steps (Bart. 1993). The fitst step requires establishing the priority
for staff development activities. II is essential to establish the significance of lhis
personnel management function at the depanmemal or divisional level
Expression of suppon from senior adm.inisttators., and the anicularion of policies
that encourage professional development also generate credibility for the
programs.
Assessment of employee trainina needs is the second step in tbe
development of sound staff development programming. This step is often
afforded less attention than it deserves. Assessment provides tbe critical
information necessary to both desian and evaluate staff development programs.
Assessment should be lri·level consiscinl of assessina organizational needs, job-
specific and tasK related requirements, and empkJ)'te identified needs.
Specifying training objeC'ti~s, the third seep, flow.!! ftom the needs
assessment. Without specific training objectives, it is very difficult to measure, at
a later date, meaninsful ac:hiewment on the pan of emplo)'ee panicipants.
Steps four (4) throu&b six (6) consiSt of designing ptocnDlS, implementing
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proemns, and ew.1uatina propms. Each of the!e final three steps follows the
USCsRnB of needs and the escablishiDa of tra.ininl objeeti.es.
A ModelStaIf~ Propw
A model staff de~lopmen[program features comprehensive opponunities
that are responsive to emplo~e needs. There are four (4) integral components of
staff development propamminJ.
Orimtatjpg "'"' Inmyke TnUtlU
This component inyolves aetivities related to assistin. emplo~es in
adjustiDg to new job assipments and overcominl deficiencies in their jotHelated
knowledge and skills. These buic requitemenu ensure that empklyees receive a
general introdue:tion to the orpniution and division policies., objecti...es. and
avaiJab~ resources. It also ensures that employees are exposed to proper training
in an aspects of their c'lpeetcd job performance.
Cvw Skin. apd ."......
This component of staff development trainina encoutaaes employees to
enhance their professional development. The focus of this component is on
theory and exemplary practice. Support for completion of deBtee$, or re-entry
into anduatt prosnms are examp~of the types of activities of this component.
3.
Also. opponunitics should be present that enable employees to identify issues
related 10 their personal career paths and aspirations.
QrpniatioRl CJilPtlt
Effective communication is vital to the fundamental competency of any
uaff development proaram. This component of proaramming should focus on
activities that suppon and improve communication and human interaction.
Well rounded slft'development programs also emphasize involvement in
the desien and implementation of the propmming. Employees should have an
ongoing involvement in staff development prograuuninl- A representative Slat!
development committee can assist in achieving this aoal.
StafI D"SIOln!!fpt Ssnim jn BgIUqR
Health care orpnization's codeayour to provide a Yery hi&h quality of care
for dieniS 'Nilh Yery specific, yet di1lerse needs (Watts, 1993). Continued anenlion
to the knowledge and skills of employees is integral 10 the provision of this high
qualily of care. Relevant uainina: and education must be made available 10 the
employees who are essential to the provision of this hiah quality of care.
Although tbere is strong 8areement in health care as 10 the imponance of
comprehensive staff development progams. implementation of such programs on
a sy.;rematic basis has not oceurred in many health care orpnizations. The ability
of [he employees to accomplish the mission and the pis of the organization, is
directly linked to the progress of staff development services. Current, and
emeramg issues, such as re-structuring and downsizing. require emplo)'t::es to be
exposed to to new ideas and new information in order to be effective. Shrinking
resources and inereased e~etations for performance intensify the need to
S!rengthen commitments to iInplement and to utilize :staff development
programming to its full potential. Employees in health care organizations are,
after all, one of the organization's most important resources.
'11K: Adult I..,.".
• Education is a social process.••...•Edl4cation is growth.
EtblctJtion is, liar a pnpararion for life; ed.cation is
life itself.· .John Dewey
Adults apd Lgmjgs
Just as children de...elop from simple to complex thinkmg, adults can
continue to mature in the way they think (Billington, 1996). The way aduks think
affects their character de...elopment, moral judgement, interpersonal relationships.
iInpu1se control. lelf-eoncept, and how they function in their environment. Yet it
has been noticed that not all adults continue to grow. Some cease to learn. thus
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they cease to grow. The literature in the area of andraZOIY. or how adults !eam.
is immense and indicates that a p-eat deal is known about the ways in which
adults prefer 10 learn (Cranton, 1989). Effeetiw training design for adults
involves respect for the characteristics of adult 1earnina-
An important point that muse be understood is that what works with a
child will not work with mature individuals (JoUes, 1993). The first instinct of new
educators and/or trainers is to draw on previous experiences in the classroom.
This is a natural tendency due to the fact that for every bour of aduh training
received, there have been approximately SO(} holltS of regular schooling.
Assuming a schedule tbat allows for fiyc (5) to seven (7) hours of schoolina per
day, an approximate number of hours of schooling from kinderganen through four
(4) years of post secondary education WDuld be about 21,420.
Adults muS!: be dealt with in a mature manner, and with this in mind,
adults have different needs from those of a child. The ne:a: several )'Cars will
eclipse the last fifty in terms of bard data production on adult learning (Cerny,
1996). For the present. it must be recop.ited that adults want their learning [0 be
personalized and accepting of their special learner charaCteristics and needs.
ChaI'lKl,dUlg 01 the Adylt Lamer
One (1) of the major differences between teaching a child and ttai:nina an
adull is the necessity of attention to the comion of the surroundings (loUes.
"
L993). Children are clICeptioDal when it: comes to the atmosphere in which they
leam; adults hO~VIer. come to traininC with • very differenf anirudc. Fat the
aduh. surroundinp that are an)'lhinl 'ess than first class becoate an immediate
knock for the traiuinl itself. Often. if the surroundinp are DOl appropriate,
ttainins: will fall OD deaf, or distracted, ears. Adults need a minina: Ionosphere
that is relaxed. )et business like. The ideal atmosphere for adult 1eamina: is one
which is relaxed, but not 101.ny without discipline, and onc which is business-like
but not threatenina.
When school does not keep a child's interest. the mischief that a child can
get into is generally CODtlIinable. A uip to the principal's office or some other
threat will suffice. If an aduh's interest is not maintained, the mischief an adult
can get into can do • areat deal more damage to the leaminl that is taking place.
Adults may not be immediately interested in the material beinl presented. and
often may be opellly hostile about their lack of interest. A major responsibility of
the aduh educator is to eet and to maintain the adult's interest.
ODe uf the putest aspects of working with adults is the abUlldance of
experiences that tIley brin. to the educational senina. Not necessarily experience
concemin, the subject matter, but other experiences that can be invaluable assets
to adult educators. Unlike a child, an adult has. wealth of e:lperience that can
be related to the subjee::t matter beinl presented. It is this common around of
experience that CI.D. facilitate effectiw aduh lea.rniJ1a.
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Logic is ODC of the key components when working with adult
learners. Curriculum and subject. maner clIperts must work together in the
creation of a prolftllll to ensure logical sequencing of subject material This is
one of the purposes fur the existence of pilot programs. One of the major
purposes for the ellistence of a pilot program· is to take what is technically correct,
and to determine if it is being presented in a IoJical manner.
When it comes to education and training, adults cringe at the thought of
sitting for utended periods of time. When training is being conducted, adults
must be actively involved for reasons of morale, stimulating interest, and
increasing retention of the learning. When told by the educator that the program
being attended will involve a 16 hour lecture is enough to discouraae any
prospective learner; the most memorable training adults experience is training in
which they have been actively involved. Actively performing tasks benefits the
adult leamer's morale, interest, and ability to retain the information taught.
In any type of cducation/training with adults. there is an overall goal
involving what is beina lauJbt. Adults demand to know this goal. Without a
sense of purpose to the training. adulls may ~rience problems focusina on the
important components of the traininJ. Adults can not maintain a hip leYeI of
concentration for lema periods of time. It is of great benefit to adult learners to
know what pans of the training will be emphasized.
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One of the most basic techniques when working with adult learners is to
incorporate a steady diet of repetition. The chances of retention of information
increases substantially the more the information is repeated. Repetition also
allows the educator "clean.up" responses that are provided by the learners, helps
the learner to focus on specific aspects of the program, and provides tremendous.
yet subtle assistance that guides the adult's thinking. Repetition also emphasizes
the information that the adult learner needs to know. Repetition is an extremely
valuable tool to aid the adult's learning.
Adults hate surprises. If a child is embarrassed s;'he may just tepon the
incident to parents. but aduhs have much Iatger egos than children. Embarrassing
an adult can quite poSSlDly resuh in awessive behaviour either immediately, or
down the road in the training. Adult learners must be informed of what will be
required of them. even though most aduhs will not request this information. Not
only does this aive adults a road map of what to expect, it reduces the chances of
aggressive behaviour.
One of the biggest differences between adult and clilld learners is the
moti....tion to learn. With children the moti....tion is rather typical - do wen. get
good grades. or the opposite situation. Adults howeycr. are moti....ted to learn
only what they need to know (Cerney. 1996). They wish to learn about those
things that wiD help them cope with specific life change eycnts. marr1aae. death.
or job change for c:mmple. The more life chanae eYents the adult encounters, the
.2
more the adult is motivated to cope with the chanp. throuah enpging in learning
experiences.. lndeed. adults will seek out ieaming c:.periences that are directly
related to their life change events. Once adults are convinced that the life chanae
is a cenainry. they will enpF in any learning that promises to help them cope
with the transition. The .dult sees learning as a means to an end, nor as an end
in itself.
Adults benefit most from teaming that is desianed to appeal to as many
senses as possible (JoUes. 1993). Appealing to various senses will bener
communicate messages to the adult learner. Varying presentation methods and
learning aids will greatly enhance the etrectiw::ncss of adult learning.
Working with adult learners proWles challenpng and rewarding
experiences to the adult traincr/cduCiltOr. A'Mllcness ofthe differences between
child and adult learners is inteara1 to the dcwelopmcnt of successful approaches in
adult learning situations.
ChaI"lctp1Jtig of an Optimal Adult Leamip. Enyjrpnmen'
Hiplyeffective adult leaminl requires specific conditions. In a four (4)
)'ear study of the conditions that beSl: enable adults to grow and learn. Billington
(1996) identified se~n (7) key factors in learning ptolfams that Sl:imulated adults
to i!'ow and learn. SiJay men and womeD between the ages of 37 and 48
participated in this Sl:udy. This research snapped multiple pictures of a very clear
image. BillinJlon's findinp sappan me th.iD.k:in( of Mak:olm Knowles, recoJnized
as the father of adult leamin&- Knowles' trailbJazin( work underlies 1IW1y of the
most effecti-.,: adult educatioo programs. These seven (7) key factors are:
Adult education must take place in an environment where
individual needs and uniqueness are honoured. The abilities
and life adlie¥cments of adults must be ac.k:n.owledaed and
respected..
Aduhs DIU be provided with a learning environment that
fosters intellectua.l freedom and encouraFS e:llpCrimentation and
aeativity.
Trainef!/educators must. treat adll1ts as peers, accepting and
respectinl the opinions of e;q>erienced adults.
Adults must. be expected to accept the responsibility for their
ovm learniq: and work: with their trainers/educators to design
programs that address their needs.
Adults must be challenged just beyond their present ability level
If mey are challenaed too far adults will p¥c up, if they are
cllallenaed too little they will become bored and learn very linle.
Adults mu be encouraged to become acti¥clY inYOl¥cd in their
leamin,. Instructors and students should interact, students
should be enc:oura,ed to tty out new ideas, and eJOPCriences and
eaercises should be used to bolster theory.
Adults need to ba¥c reeular feedback: mechanisms to allow them
to both Vte and recei¥c infonnation so that cbanaes can be
made on die basis of their input.
In learning environments where adults feel unsafe and threatened, where
they are viewed as underlinp. and their life achievements are not honoured,
adults tend to reares de¥clopmeDlaUy, especially in the areas of self~st.eem and
..
self-confidence. In envirorum:nt! where they are required 10 panicipate in
leamina: experiences that are relevant to their pis and needs adults will learn
fass: and well.
1bs Mgng, Mult Lwpcr
Anxiety is a ~bological and physical response to an individual's self-
concept (Meisenhelder. 1989). This emotion is characterised by such subjeetiW:
feelings as apprehension and tension, and by arousal of the autonomic nervous
system. Anxiety results in a fight or Right response evidenced by such physical
S)1I1ptorns as ~atinl hands. tensed muscles, and an increased hean fatc (Strool.
1994). The difference between fear and anxiety lies in the ambilUity of the threat
and the uoeenainly of the danger to the specific individual. If the threat tcnds to
be conceptual in nature. for c:umple a threat to onc's values or self-esteem.
arutiety is the predominant emotion experienced by the individual.
Anxiety renders adult learners unable to conunuate appropriately on the
rask at hand (Meisenhekler, 1989). These anxiety levels continue to increase
when the aduh learner realizes that hislher ability to perform is due to
pteoccupation with worries (Sarason, cited in Meisenhelder, 1989). The anxious
learner also experiences cognitive deficits, such as misinterpretation of
informal ion and blockinl of memory and recaU that is most likely due to a type of
panic reaction. The composite reSlJl1s of research indicates that each individual
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has a different tolerance for anxiety. be)'Ood -.ttich there is a decline in
performance. There are a number of 5ln.tegje.s that can be used to owtcome the
effects of anxiety on the adult leamer.
!&amln, Stl"llttldp ror tbe ""Jiny' Mdt l.gmtr
Establishing a safe environment will help to reduce the anxiety of an adult
learner. If the adult perceiYes the educator/ltainer &$ the individual who will
make ultimate judpmcnts on his/her performance, fear and alUliety le~ls will
rise. Adult educators must present themselves as people who want to see [he
adult grow and learn, and as people who wish to ass:i.st with this lcaminj and
&rOwing. Genuine and sincere interaction should lay the foundation that
encourages learner tIlut in the learning situation.
Aduh learners who suffer from anxiety typically suffer from poor self·
image. Since every mistake reinforces a sense of failure, learner success must be
emphasized! Learners who are assisted to form positive self·imaJes. will also be
helped to counteract the effects of a 5elf·fulfillinl prophesy; failure because one
c:<peets failure. Effon should alwa)1O be made to point out that errors ue a pan
of the learnina process. Adult learners must be kept: informed of their progress.
This will encourage open discussion of any performance problems that exist.
Honest discussion provides suppon to the adult learner who may otherwise
attempt to cover up pl"oblems that are being experienced. The adult learner must
be enc:oun.,ed to ~rbalize an.Dety. Aduks who are aware of their own aJUliety
can~ to m.a.naF that aMiety more efficiently. Acknowied,emellt of rhe faer
rhat anxiety is real and undersrmdable, eu.b1es the aduh to surmOWl..t it. The
anxious aduh learner should be liven ~ry specific and preci$e direcrions that can
be used to focus on and to follow. When anxiety is left to roam free, it runs wild!
Complex tasks should be broken down into small steps for the anxious
adult learner. This decreases the chances that the learner will. be overwhelmed by
the task. When learners can focus on one small step of a task. the mOre they feel
that they are able to complete the entire task. Establishinl strict limitations in
learning situations, is of benefit: to the anxious aduk leamer. When these learners
become o~twbebned by a task, proc:ra.stiDation is usually the resuk. Being: kind
and empathetic to these learners does not mean Pvinl ellCeSS amounts of leniency
in educational sin&ations.
The anxious aduh learner should bOt be espected to perform everything
right the first time. This would be a very unrealistic: expecratioll for this learner.
There are IN.ny techniques that <:an be utilized to reassure the anDoUS aduh
learner. These techniques include JOinl very slowly, ukiDg questions, a1klwing
references to notes, and toleration for a cenain degree of diaorp.nization.
Anxiety has been posed as a major phenomenon amonl health care
emplo)'tes durin, downsizinr (SuddertlWl, 1995). Therefore staff development
personnel should be aware of, knowled,eable about, and capable of addressing.
the needs of lhe anxious adult teamer.
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CIIAP'ID. 'l1IIIEE
DESIGN OF 'lHE S'JUI)Y
The methodoiolY used in this srudy 'MIS qualitati"C in nature, in that it
dealt with multiple socially constructed realities, or qualities. so that an
understanding could be reached concerning how panicipants construct the world
around them (Olc:sne and Peshkin. 1992). Access was pined to the perspectives
of participants, and the study desip.r~ on in-depth interaction with
individuals at seYeral sites. The research was evolutionary in nature in that ~
developed and changed alon,lhe way, one dot of information le.dinllQ another
dOl of information. and in the end !ODl.C sort of behaviour becominJ evident.
The approach to the inquiry was aitical ethnosraphy. Ethnop-aphic desip
provides fleXIbility of method aUowin. ch&nps in direction as the ruearcll
prDa!cds (MackeD%ie. (994). Ethnographic desip is QOl: simply. linear process;;
it uses data collected from different perspectives and by different methods.
Elhnoa:rapb.ic desip stans with • set of questions from wbicb. the research begins,
not with • set of preconceives ideas to be proven or supponcd. leCompte and
Preissle (1993) describe cthnoaraphyas simply writing.bout people.
Ethnop'aphies are descriptions, or reconstructions. of intact eulturalscenes and
cultural aroups. Etnoar.phies recreate for the readers the shared beliefs,.
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practices, and behavioun of a spe<:i5c JtOUp- They foc:us on recordinl in detail.
aspeas of a smale phenomenon. where the phenonw:oon is • smaD IfOUP of
humans or tlte operation of some social process.
Critical ethnography aims to pnerate insights, to c,;plain events, and 10
SICek understanding (Anderson, 1989). It purpons that informant recon.suuctions
are often permuted with meaninp that sustain poMdcSSDCss. The critical
approach in...alves analysis of results to unmask inequities in process and
phenomenon (LeCompte and Preissle. 1993). The process involYes achieving
change in struCture and behaviour by cqJOslnl hidden patterns of meanina:
through utilil.ation of a focus on variance and bias..
PIta CoII«tioq
The data collected in this study was empirical in nature. in that it was
informalion obtained &om the environment and accessed by the human senses
(leCompte and Prcissle. 1993). A hallmark of the data pthered by qualitative
and ethnogaphic researchers is its eclectism.. Rich and diftrse data ~s collected
on lhe phenomenon thal was studied. In this study, the methods used ror data
collection included interviewina: and document anal~
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Nine (9) key informants 'Mire interviewed. The interview fonnat used was
open-ended and followed the general interview guide ( Patton, cited in LeCompte
and PreissJe, 1993). There was a general set of issues, developed before the
interviews took place. These issues were addressed at any time in the
conversation. This guide served as a checklist to ensure that all relevant topics
were co'\'ered for each respondent (please refer to Appendix A). All participants
received a copy of the interview gWde a minimum of three (3) days before the
interview was scheduled to take place.
Of the nine (9) participants that -.wre interviewed: three were (3) health
care support workers, three (3) were professional health care workers, and three
(3) were staff development personnel in the health care organization. All
participants were employees of health care organizations that were being
amalgamated, rC""$U'UQured. and downsized to form one (I) large health care
organization. Participants were informed as to the nature and purpose of the
research. and informed C;:Ol\SCnt was obtained for their participation and for audio--
taping of the interview sessions ( please refer to Appendix B). Audio recordings
were transcribed after the interviews had all taken place, and quotes from these
tapes for inclusion in this study were taken verbatim. AU participants quoted
were Jiven the opportunity to review their comments to ensure accuracy and
confidentiality.
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The documents that were obta.ibed UJd reviewed for anal)'Sis induded:
The Corporate Values and the Guidiq Principles of the Bcalthcate
Orpnization that employs the Dine (9) study pan.icipants.
Schedules of Educational Opportunities that were dCYeloped and
posted fur a total of six (6) months. from September. 1996 to
February, 1997.
Thirteen copies of the special communications bulletin from the
large health care orpnizaHOD. that were published to keep employees
up- to- date on the organization's proJrcss toward its JOals and
objectives.
A copy of the large health care organization's Annual Repon for the
first )'eaJ' of operation, 1995-1996.
Anal)'5is of the data wa.s conduCted using a critical approach. Data from
key informants were reviewed in • mattner 'fr'hicl1 permitted movement from a
thcoretic::al approach 10 an action plan to achieve. desired end (Carr and
Kemmis. 1994).
Data &om an sources WIlS reviewed to identify Dot only individual issues,
but matters that may require individual attention if. atisfaaory solution is to be
reached. Common themes in the data were grouped to allow the emerFoce of
relative patterns. Rc-dleckina with participants and constant comparisons of
pankipaDt experiences were used to eDhaJloe the ....lidity and the reliability of the
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data. The analysis ponrays a common voice that may heighten self-awareness of
the collective potential of participants to become adive agents of history.
IJmitaIiops of the Stpdy
The primary limitations of this study 1l!'e[C:
1. The participants were all, at the time of the interviews. employees of one
specific., restructured healthcare orpnization. Therefore, the reactions
described by participants were to oDe specific approach to downsizing.
2. The recent nature of the downsizing process in the specific healthcare
organizations in\'Olved will not provide sufficient time for all the implications of
the process to be fully realized within the newly formed orpnization.
3. The participants involved in the study haw either just experieoted or are
experiencing the downsizing process. Hence, they may Dot have bad sufficient
time to experience, or reflect upon. aU the possible long term effects of the
process on them individually. Any possible positive effects of the downsizing
may Dot yet ba..-e been realised or identified by elJlplo~es.and therefore,
were Dot be reported.
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CHAPTEI< FOUR
THE DATA
SupPOrt Empl9m:!l
The three (3) suppon staff who were interviewed were very open, and
willing to express their feelings about their experiences working in environments
that were in the process of downsizing. Collectively their comments spanned the
pre-downsizina: and actual downsizing periods, and also touched on the nature of
current leadership in bealth care and thoughts as to their future employment in
the health care field.
These three (3) emplo~es described the emotions that they experienced
initially during the pre-downsizing period, and the emotions that they are
currently experiencing as the downsizina: is in progress. The three (3) suppan
Sl:aff panicipants described their initial disbelief, or denial. that downsizing of
their health care facilities was aerually lOing to take place. Jo)'Ce. a 16 year
Yeteran laundry worker in an acute care facility tbat is targeted (or closure (names
and positiOns of all panicipants are fictional), aptly described this feeling of
disbelief:
And the other thing about it, is tllat I guess some of
us didn't really believe that this was going to happen,
5.
it's Filla to aet benet, that it's ne~r IOma 10 close-
up__ Tbat we'n Jet money aDd that we11 be: opeD. for
uotbet couple of)Uf'S. I SliD. thinks that where 1
works, we'll be there for uother couple of,an.
Wanda, a dietary worilzr with 18 ,.ears experience 'MKkin.at one (1) of the
health care organizations that is currently underaoin, a process of amalpmation
with fi~ (5) other orpnizations. also reponed an o-..:rall recline of disbelief:
...But DO one ever thouaht that they YI'Ould actually
close down hospitals.
Jim, a nursing depattmeilt emplo~e with over 20 years of experience, when faced
with a change from full-time to part-time employment. describes his initial
SUlpfise:
Well. I WllSD't expectiD. ii, and it came as a sbock...and
I~d. because what was I Fina to do?
The predomillant feeling descn"bed by the suppon staff that were
interviewed. was aJLIiety_ The anxiety was specific to the reaL, or the potential.
change 10 their job status that may come in the future. As Joyce contemplated
her future job security • she made the (oUowina remarks:
...If there's less patiebts, my hours of work uc lOin. 10
be chanted because of the downsiJ:iJla. and I'm worried
about that )Ou know... The tension is really mmethina
else. It's bard 10 explain to someone who's not JOin.
thrau'" it. and has never lOne throup it. They would
hardly believe it... I feel that the powers that be are
leninl u.s know a little bit at a time. And that's worse
apin JOu know.
Wanda appeared wry quiet and serious when she described the effects that the
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aIUiety she .....5 experiencing bad on her scneral health and ~ll beina:
A while ago I was off work fur a few months. And, alot
of it was to do with the uncertainty from one day to the
neX!:.
Even thoup it WIIS common knowledge that the organization at which Jim worked
was facing massive restrueturina and downsi%ing, be described his reaction as
follows:
I panicked becawe- What was I supposed to do~
Jim also described the plight of a co-worker who was the sole suppa" of her
family and who had • sick husband to contend with. The COo-'M:lrkcr had been lold
that her job would be lost;
One person had a hean atlack and was rushed 10 the
hospital that \'ery same night. I can't say that was the
cause, but it certainly didn't help.
These three (3) support employee panicipants reeaUed feelings of beini
demoralized and devalued durinl their orpnization's process of active downsizing.
These feelinp penained Dot only 10 themselves as emplo)'ecs of the heahh care
organization. but 10 themselves as iDdividuls. As Jim remembered back two (2)
yean to the initial chanae in his empklymeDt status. he descn'bed his feelinp in
the followinl way:
I'd put 8101 into my ..,,'!,uk and enjo,ed It, and it's like
it wasn't valued... I felt like all the work I did was in
"'in, and that what )au did wasn't appreciated any
'MIY.•• I felt that my life was (Mir. I telt embarrassed
that if my job was COfte, I must not of been very good
at it.
5.
As lop reminisced about the ...y things bad been at her orpnization. and the
chanaes that haw; tau.. place, sbe sated sadly.
We're only numbers DOW, and that's it I dOtl'l think
it's a ¥er)' Dice ...y for" people who h e beeD in the
workforce for up 10 u biBb as 20 >ears. to be nealed.
To be tokl )Ou're no Io0Ff needed,lOu know. And
then 1 look at it and think who is acini to be nelll..
Wanda made the foOowina: dcsperatc- soundina plea for rccopition of the
iInponance of her 'WOrk:
The handS-on nursinl care, the nursinl assistants and
whatever. We Iataw that they're JOin. to be the tag
ones to be louched. And rightfully $0. But. I mean
the bou_be-pin. aDd dieluy, we arc important too!
Sometimes I think that c"'i!r)'One reels that our jobs
are not important. So it doesn't matter if~ 10.
The fee-linp of auiety. UlJU aad dcmoral.iD.tion that are felt by these
cmplo)'!es are tlI.tuIaDy <:anied O'fIef to the cmplo,ees' work performance. These
suppon emplo>,=eJ reCOUDted ~rienocs with line manaFrs of conuactiD.
companies, who were DOt S)'IDplithetic to the degree of the anxiety beina
experienced by these emplo)'tcs. Jo)U descn"bed the relationships that exists at
her facility, between employees IDd managers:
...And therc', no penonal contact nowlilce there used to
be )lOU kDow. Like 'Oood-day' and 'Good morniDt. It's
all now that )lOU JOt to put the iron fist down and that's
aIL.. There's more stress on people. and they are
watchin. if)lOu tabs too many breaks., and if they are
too Iona. And I mean that was hardly beard of where
we were to, people riJbt down )Our backs, )lOU know.
As • remit, t wiD .y that if an)'thin.. it makes the
emplo~ rebel nther than cooperate. BeaUle I'¥e
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seen many times DQW that instead of work aelling done.
once the maDaFlIlenl is out of sieht they lead to slack
offhecause merre DOl: bein. treated &itly... and iIIIlead
of t:f}'ina to help emplo,ecs at this difficult time of
dO\msizing and clasin' ofsndf, it's addinl more burden
on them beaux they feel there's more pressure on
them. AI a time when they need a bit of slack really...
emplo~es are rebellinl apinsl it. And 'III'i1h the
uncenaintyoftheir jobs. there's no incentive at aD DOW.
When Wanda reOects 011 her CWTeDr work situation, she desc:n"'bcs the following
effect on her work incentive:
From one day to the nut )lOU don't know where )'Ou'te
JOing to be or what )lOU'fe JOinS to be doing. Most
times )OU don't feel like dOlne an)thing..
During interview sessions the participants ~re especially vocal regarding
tne effect tbat their work environments were having on their relationships with
coworkers. These panicipants desm.Oed relationships chmu:terised by feelinas
rangina: from concern and sympathy. to eavy and animosity. As Wanda described
workplace relationships in ber work area, she seemed to be astOllished at
recounted occurrences;
Well where I'm MJrkinl no.... there is Il)[l of an
animosity bet..eeD people in their seDior yurs. Me, I'm
a senior worker. There's an animositythere-tt'sjus like
hell.. No.... there's a mad tctlI1)' to see who p what
time, and who is JOinl to bump who or whatever. It's
creating an animosity between staff from she to site.
With all the phone calls lOing from site to site, and how
1001 do )'OU have there and this and that. I'¥e seen be_
friends who have falleo OUt. and haven't spoken to each
other in probably six: months._ People in the workplace
are fi&hting. they're fiahtinl with each other, and )IOU
can't open )'Our mouth, )'OU can't PYe an opinion.
5.
Because eveR thoulh )'OU may not be affected directly,
but sayina: )Our opinion to someone else.)Ou don't know
who else will be affected.
Joyce 'NaS alwa~ DOled for her friendly, eas)'-JOina. and helpful manner with
coworkers. SIte described how many of these relationships have changed:
And • 10t of rimes it's the -.y peopk is reaetinJ.
You've lOt to ...reb what)OU say. And sometimes even
with. joke they'll snap back at )OU••• It's been since this
nice while back: that I've seen emplo,.ecs with their fists
up to each other. It's that frustratina.
As lim describes the different treatment of some employees who were affected by
cutbacks or Ia)<)ffs. he makes the following comments reprdina: one former co--
worker:
One woman went just a few months alter us. They pve
her a )'ear's salary. What made ber any benet tban the
rest orus~
The changes and anxiety beiDa: experienced by these employees in the
workplace is spilling over and affecting the employees' personal and family life.
In addition 10 the hospitalization that Wanda attributed to the effeas of
worl.:place anxiety. she also describes a 'Very unique effect of workplace change on
her personallifesryle:
( was told that I had to mo...e from site to site. I hadn't
dri'Ven a ear in 16 yean. (had a driwrs licence, but [
just don't drive. [don't like to drive. [could walk 10
work, and my husband .Iways look the ear to work.
Now how can [ 10 to .nother site. Transponation is Dot
always .....ilable. and I can't take lUis aU the time.
Wanda's account reinforces the realily of each employee's individuality and
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unique lifesI:yie. Jim descnbed the effects of chanae in his job Status as affecting
his whole, entire hein&:
t feb like it 'IIIIIU the cod. That if I _sn't workin,
&n)'Dl0Te it was the end of my life.
Jo~ described how her work situation was affecting ber relalionship with her
spouse:
I go to work ud sometimes I leaves in • worse
condition than when I ao out. And I tend to take that
home. Sometimes my husband will say !IOmething and
I'U snap right back 11 him. And he'll ask what's wrODa
with me tonipt.
One of the areas in which these participantS "OCI.Wed their mengest
feclinp deals with their raith in the leadership, and in the filruu of the health
cafC orpnization. The support emplo~ participants feb DO confidence or trusC
in those individuals CWTcntly ill leadership positions of the belilth care
organization. Wanda's des:riplion of her feelings about the leadership and the
future of heahhcare ....s probably the most scathinc:
Firs!: of an m)Wlf. I think that they didn't mow, and
they don't blow from one week to the neJel, bow they're
lOin. to approach each staff member and each facility.
This is trial aDd error as far as I'm concerned... They
don't bow &om one day to the DC., bow, and what,
and where people are aoinate 10... For the first pan.
they can't eYeD tet their own offices sttaiptened out.
So, bow ue they lOinJ to restructure the health care
itself... There's DO let plan, DO set ..)'I. The"re jua
bopinJ that e~J is JOinJ to fall into place.
Tbe"\'C laid off, the,.'o'e closed down, and they _ill can't
curb spendinJ. There's nothing more that they can do.
.0
Io~e also expressed a tack of faith and trust in the leadership aCthe health care
organization to make decisions that will be of benefit to employees in the long
And I'm wonderinl JODletimes that ewn the
orpnization, the people that's OD lbe board-if they
know what the people OIl the bonom are redina: and
dain&- lrthis is their direction. ifthat'stbeir ..yto ave
money, then we're in for an awfalawabDinI in the neJ:t
few)'tars. I thinks myself that the worst is yet to come.
The suppon emplo,.ees interviewed described a number of uperiences
durinj: the downsizin, process that they found particularly hurtful. Panicipants
recounted situations in which their dipityand respect were not maintained. Jim
described the hun that he felt as a result of the manner in which he was treated
by his superiors when his job status was changed:
It ......s done very rushed ud not cJiPJained why they
were doing an)'thinJ. I just feh kind of worthless.
They just aid that we were Fina to re-do and
reorpnize, and our jobs were JOin, 10 chan. or IO.~
We were Dot called into the office and said wen. ..
-ere pieued with JOur work or DOt pleued with )OW'
work. or tbat it was notb.iD.a to do with )'0'" as a person.
But rather as jwl reorpZlizinI the inscitution as it is and
they didn't pve )'OU reasons that we could understand.
You're just lODe!.. We round out the next day that the
union people knew 1ft were JOinl to be losing our jobs
the Dieht berote. I don't think it's wry riabt ror other
people (0 know )Ou're Iosinl )Our job before )Ou know
that they ue dom. iI. They pve us a CllOOths notice.
But ..e round out froUl the labour board that they..ere
.l
supposed to pYle us two months notice. So they came
back and had to give us • second one.
Jim also remembers being treated with -..ery little respect and dignity while
working his tWO (2) months notice. He recalls several situations specifically:
And they didn't eYen treat us as if we were real people.
That Christmas we were DOt included in an)thing.
EYeryooe went out to dinner and we 'Were all left behind.
We certainly were not one of the crowd. Just to be
there if an)'thing happens. even our nights and
weekends. but)'Ou were Dot a wotthymember)'Ou know.
You 'M!te not included amonathem. We v.ere also told
to have everything done up to date, and for three
months ahead. so lbat the people taking oYler our
respoDSlDUities wouldn't hue to worry about any of
that•.. And )'OU know)'Ou were beinl watched because
they told )'Ou. It was just a bad time for everyone.
Joyce recounts the story of a co-worker's hun reactions to the Dews of a change in
job functions. This co-worker had been performing the same specific job
functions for many years. and was DOW about to be moved to another area with
different job functions:
When 1went in that afternoon she was cryina:)'Ou know.
Because she'd been in that position so long, and doine
the same job with the same friends. And now she
doesn't know where she is lOing to be. $be knows that
she'll ha~ a job. but where to)'Ou know. And that was
Thursday, and Monday she had to start • different job.
Thesr. employees also described a keen sensitivity to not heing gi~n
personal and individual consideration. They had ~ry distinct feelings that other
considerations bad become more important than peop~. JO)ai was the most
descript:j~, and the hurt in her ¥Oice was evidenced by her sad resipation as she
.,
stated the following.
And the bottom line is they wants to make money. So
they wanes minIS done the right way. And in my
opinion people don't matter. There's no consideration
of how people feels or what their feelinp are. It's
unreal )Cu know, that they're trying to save money 00
people you know.
Wanda was the only employee who bad a changed job situation that
required her to mow: from one site to another. She described lack of site
orientation as being very detrimental to her OWirall job performance, and that it
was ODe of ber primary concerns. Wanda expressed het feelinp about the lack of
orientation in the following manner:
And that was one of my first concerns. The first time I
was sent from my site to another site, I was there only
an hour or two and I was introduced to the people I was
g\)ing to be working with. They told me I was going to
be there six to eight weeks. maybe longer. And in the
next hour I was sent out on a job. I didn't know where
I was tol I spent tWO or lhree hours tf)'ina: to find my
way around. And my first concern when I came back
was orientation, and 1 spoke about it. If I'm going to be
spending six days,. six weeks, or six months from site to
site. I'd lib to know. I'd like to be out there in some of
the general areas where I'm going to be to. If I'm just
lOing to be in cenain areas, then familiarize me with
those places.
Wanda bad to overcome the difficulties caused by lack of site orientarion herself.
Formal orientation to any of the sites to which she was assigned. never occurred.
Participants also described the lack of what they percehoed as forthright.
honest information as being a hurtful ellperience during downsizing. They
.3
perceived the wilhholdinl of information and/or the provision of misleadiDa;
information, to be personally insuhina. Jim cenawy re&e:ted this feelina of
being insulted as he remembered the irIfortDation that he and his colleagues had
been given about new jobs that they could apply for:
...and we were toki that people on the outside had been
invited to apply for the jobs. We knew that it was riaged
because Mrs. __ was there at the time, she had a
friend who worb:d at __ , and _ came into
the facility to work, and his position was and
he approached this other Obe mel asked her to apply.
So it JOt back. (mean they -::R only laughing at us.
It'sUke they were malrina a biajoJa: alit.
Joyce also expressed the desire to have honest. straicht forward infonnation at the
outset of the downsizing process. She expressed her feelings in the following
words:
I don't know if they didn't know or if they didn't want
the employees [0 know. But, I think they should have
been honest with them in the first of it. Come OUt and
told them )lOU know. that this was lOing to happen and
instead ola year or two years and months in speculation.
And I don't know whose fauk it was. but it put more
strain on the employees that they should ha~ been told
right up front you know. It would have been better if
they bad just said that at such and sucb. • time )'OW' job
will be DO looter needed_. They were jusI 5lrinzinl us
along.
Durin, interviews. suppon employees identified two specific actions taken
by their employers that helped them throuch their upc:rienoes with downsizina:
.,
planned educational sessions on loss and change and full and detailed explanation
of available options. Although Joyce bad no first band experience with the
program she described, she recounted the positive experiences of a co-worker:
They set up an educational session I auess)'Ou could call
it. For the people that were losing their jobs. And I
was talkinS to one of the men, and it was about coping
with change and the loss of jobs. He was in a job for
nineteen ~ars and then found himself out on the street
and I guess with money prob1eID$... He went to onc of
those meetings and he saki it was a help, and that the
other people there found it JOod too.
Jim described how helpful it was when he and other Vo'Orkers bad their options
fully explained to them:
They said that we had three options. We could take our
pensions and then work pan-timc, which is what we
eventually did. It felt reallyaood to have someone take
the time to explain things to )OU.
These were the only actions taken by the health care orpnization, that were
idemified as being helpful by the Ihree (3) suppon employees that were
interviewed.
What Would tum Helped
The suppon employees had no difficulty identifying actions and services
thaI could have been taken or made awilable to them dUring this period. All
three (3) felt that having specific services provided in a cenain manner, would
have significantly lessened their negative experiences during this downsizing
,.
process.
Wanda felt very suonpy that each orpnizarion. and each Jl'oup of
employees should ha\'e rec;:eived individual attention and tre&rtnent:
They mow who is acing 10 be affected and who's Dot.
They have the seniority lisr. the master list. Tbeyshould
call people aside. not sinpd out. but the groups that are
going to be affected. They should be offered some
comfort or whatner they need... They know who's
going to be hit the hardest, and that's the areas they
should concentrate 0110 now. The people they know is
going to be affected. To get to them now. It's lOing 10
hurt, but it miaht not be as hard six months down the
road.
Jim echoed Wanda's sentiments about more specific, individualized treatment:
I think to have meclinp with staff every now and then
and tell them wen. this is the long lanse pla.ns • and so
many pis a month. and whatever they are lOing to do,
so that )'OU know the c:hanses are coming and )011 know
that they are 80m, to be affecting )OU. So)Ou learn to
make plaDs for )'OIlfSt:1f.
In addition to the aced for more individualized actions and services,. these
support employees readily identified the types of services that Ihey would have
liked 10 have been aw.illblc 10 them. The services that they fek would have been
of the most: benefit to tbern were Yllrious counsellina: services. They were, as well,
quite defmite as to the specific nature of these counselling services. Joyce
identified a need for counselling reprding the nature of. and coping 'Nith change:
We were told a couple of years alO that cenain places
were IOmlto close down and that jobs was JOina to 10.
but we were led to believe that it _sn't lOina to be as
bad ~u dOW. And DOW people is not prepared. they
should ha~ been helped some way to cope with the
changes.
Two years after the fact. Jim was able to identify several areas where counselling
'NOuld ha~ been ~ry helpful:
They need to put counselling intO effect to let people
lenow where the help is if they need it. Financial
information would have been good. To make the
services aw.i1able maybe from a company outside. I \1lIllS
ashamed to tell an)Ollt about how much debt [had built
up... There was nothing to help us along with the stress
we were feelina. and I mean I'm not just speaking for
me. There was nothing done to encouraJC us. ~u
lenow, to giYe us stress management to help us cope and
all... I wish I had been told what my rights were so I
could ha'o'C been smarter at the time. I would have done
alot of thinp differently. I would have thought what I
was doing, looked before I leaped!
Profq:!FIopal StafI'
Three (3) professional employees were interviewed and recounted Iheir
experiences with downsizing, and the feelings that were evoked by these
experiences. The employees worked at two (2) different facilities; each facilily
was in the process was in the process of amalgamation with five (5) others.
Iustin is a Social Worker with silaeen years experience working within one (1)
specific orpnizalion. He has just been moved 10 • community bued work
senin&. Nadine is a Clinical Ps)dtologist with six (6) )'Cars of experience with one
(1) organization. She is now required to work within a combined service program
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delivery. Sarah is • Clinical Nurse Spccia1isl: with eiJbt (8) )UI"5 of uperience
welkin. with one (1) orpnization. She aIs:l is now required to .ott in •
combined service deli~ry propm 1to'ith her counterpans from the five (5) other
organizations.. Both Nadine and Sarah are required, on o«asion. to move £rom
one (l) organization to another to carty out their job functions.
These eInplo~es expressed no initial disbelief as the re.-suueturing of their
organizations and programs bepn. Exception was taken to the use of the term
downsizing because no positions bad been eJ.im.inated from their specific areas;
and no el.i.mination of positions was anticipated. Each of these three (3)
emplo)'ecs preferred to use the term re.strucnuinl- Sarah was the mosr. specific
in her explanation:
Our department .....511·1 downsized. It bas been re-
sttucnued. Our depanmcDt, originally at the __
consisted four scaff positions. • seaetar)' and a
manaaer. What has happened is that we are now
amalp.m.atcd. or consolidated, with our counterparts at
four other sites.
These employees cJ:Pressed a modente amount of anxiety. panicu1arly
during lhe initial phases of the re-strUCtUring process. JUSlin pvc: this description:
I think that onc thine re-strueturinJ has done (or me, in
terms of professionally, is the fact that it has created a
great deal of em.. stress. And it's comina &om
everyone around)Ou tool 81sically it was a process like
driving inco the fog, or driving into the dark. Ew:n if
they were to say that we'll haWl this direction, at lease
)OU would have had some direction. This is a concern
that I haw; myself peI30uJly, and that I heard is shared
by other $Iatr in the facility.
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Nadine expressed feelings similar to those expressed by Ju~in. Her ftelinp
focused more specifically on the initial phases of the re-struaurin& procea;
No ODe truly knew what was lOin. to happen. and we
had to kind of wait and sec. But in any kind of change
there's always. fear of the lUlknown.and~ wondered
if they would need aU of os. Or .mether they could do
with \esL As it tllmcd out they didn't eliminate any
positions. wc'te all here.
The professiouJ. emplo,.ecs cJiPfessed no feelinp of being de....lued or
demoralized.s emplo)'ecs. They did however, identify workplace adjustment
issues that were created duc: to the rc--strUClurinl process. These issues were
worked throu&h by the employees durin. the re.mueturing. Nadine describes the
adjustment required when her service was combiDed with that of several other
health care orpnizalions:
The bigest ad)lsoncnl was Fin. from a rclathely small
depamnent bere, five or six people. with • manager on
sileo [0 being part of a rnulti-site division with no
manager on sire. It was a hi. adjusuncDt nOl bavinl a
manapr on site that )'DU could bounce thinp ofr...
Sometimes if: takes lonlEr to ICI ~rs to questions.
sometimes )'DU miFt h....e to Mit a day or two before
they jet back [0 )'Du. The other adjustment is that the
needs and the way they did thinp .t other sites were
different from the Mys we did thinashistorically. and we
soon fmand out that the My we did tbinp M5I1't the
only way. So, I think it was • bi. adjustment to try to
see thiDp pobally.
Sarah described workplace adjuslment, not iD terms of loss of an on site manager.
but in terms of a decrease iD the aVllilability of the supopo" services that are
••
necessary for her to perform her job efficiently. She described the following
situation:
Bow Dot havilll • manaFr on sile has affected u.s-oot
• put duL ne manatee is accesg"ble to us lhrou&b •
phone caD or. computer Dle.SSI.p. The secretary beiD,
gone bas more or an effect on us. Now we have to eet
her to do th.iJl.p while she's here and while we're here.
Justin described the peraonaladjustmcats required by lhe individuals involved in
the combined delivery of his service. This adju$UD.ent involved the coming
togelher of the various orpnizations to accomplish effectiyc service delivery:
But it's interesting because)'Ou have ....naus sitescomina
(0ltther, but not aU sites are happy about it. So)OI1
have 'iOme sites ea&er and willina: to work through the
prooess, but )OU have other sites that were either
resistantOl"ac:naallydefensive.orpassive..aarcssiYe. It's
a cha1lenp to work with iI number of teSCl1tful people
around )'Ou.
Only onc (l) of the professional employees identified effects on his
personal life. created by his ezperiences w:i1h workplace re-suueturiDa. Justin
described effects on his poeral cntelY le¥els that affected his home life:
I've always been a person with coed ellerl)'_ But. I've
noticed probably in this past )'tat or two that the
ilia-eased suess that's in the 5)'Stem cenainIyhas had it's
effect on me ill lerms of the enerlY that I'm usin. up at
work. So when I 10 home I don't h....e the enerlY that
1 used to have, 10 do things with my family. And it
takes me alot IonFr to re-pnerate my enerlY leWlls.
Sarah, on the other band, described a clear and definite distinction between
worklife issues and homelife issues:
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But in terms ofbrinp.g this stuff home. No_ My work
life stops at work. I'm too busy at home to worry about
the things at work.
When asked specifically, Nadine expressed no carry.o...er issues from 'WOrk to
home.
To questions regardine their opinion of the quality of leadership of the
amalgated bealthcare organization, two (2) of these three (3) respondents replied
favourably and one (1) respondent offered a suggestion that sounded much like a
word of warning. Sarah" responded to the leadership issue as follows:
But I just: feel that it was handled 'Well by the people at
the top, how we were informed about the chances. and
what changes were foMeaming. There were always time
lines that were created by the esecutiw people about
how things would progress. and I JUcss as of right now,
most: of it is on wget.
Likewise, Nadine had generally positiYe comments regarding the organization's
leadership:
I think that evet)Qne did the best that they could do at
the time. In any Dew undenaking there's always some
difficukies that are going to be experienced. I think that
they did a good job.
Althouah Justin had no scathine criticisms of the orpnizafion's leadership, he did
have some comments, and a suuestion for the future:
I think alot of people in the sysrem ue dometbe things
that they believe to be rieht. BUf I think that sometimes
they don't effecthely listen. They.y things and they
think that eYef)Uin, is OK. And their perception is that
if there are no ~ueaks out there, then there are no
problems. But I think that theyhaYe to effectiYelylisten,
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and really be prepared to take honest fudback from
people who are prepared 10 lift them honest feedback.
The experiences that the professioul employees felt hun the re'"$lructurinc
effon were confined primarily to the initial aFs of the process. These
respondents commented on SI,lch issues .s iIlitiallack of information and direction,
the number of cha.naes heiDI iDlp1eblellted at one time, coping with the changes
that were beinJ upericnc:ed. and laclc of orpniDtion specific orientation. Nadine
described the effects of lack of information at the beginning of the fe-structuring
and commented on the fad: that !Ie"leraJ major chances were occuning at once;
There was • srut deal of lack of iJltormation at the
beginninJ. Most of the people who were in the
.dministtaliYe positions were ne.... too. AU the VP's
were new. I think that lookinl back, it miahl ba\'e been
less disruptive to haw DDderpmc feWt:I major wnFS
alone lime. CollSOlidation of the sites into one
a)fpOutioD. and Fttina ued to the idea of this 6.000
employee srrueture before we staned chanlinl the ...y
'We do everythinJ.
Justin's comments specifically tUFted a lack of direction in tbe initial
stages of the re-sttucturiDc process:
So, it's this initial direction that we were lac.kina. To.y
lhat, OK...''o'C lOt this S)'Slem and )IOU say that it's no
JOOd and ..'re Finl to chanae to another system.
Then p'o'C llS some direcdoll., p'o'C us some leadership.
Show us tome r,pe of sttatepe plan. There was &lot of
lost time in limbo. where people didn't IaJow what was
&pin& Oil. There Mere !Demos coming out that
colI.tn.dicted the ones that came out just before them.
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And there was &lot of rumours. The tuDlour mill was
more aww: than the aetual sbarinl of information &om
the top doML
Nadine contiD~u~d from her description of the effect of many ccqKJrate
changes happening at once, to a description of some of her penonlll and
professional problems copinl with some of these changes:
We all like to .wid chance. I know I do. And 1 don't
think that I'm unique in that. We're cooaandy being
asked to operate outside of our comfun ZODe.
Sometimes I feel like I'm connected by $lOme sort of an
invisl.1J1e bunpc cord. and I jump out there and do
wbatCW:f it is that I'm supposed to do. and as soon as I
can, J swine riabl back into my comfort zonc.
All three (3) professional emplo>ec respondents felt that an orientation to
the other otpnizations would haw; been helpful. HO'lllewf, they did not feel that
it was essential to their job performance. IlL addition to DOt recline that
orpnization specific orientatioll was • necessity, Nadine identified a rationale to
support the lack of a furmalizt:d orientation in her service area:
No I allen'! been orientated to any of the other sites.
The main thina that I 10 to other sited for is meetinJ$.
Aloe of my cotltle:ts are by computer or by telephone.
Yes, I feel that it probably lflIOuld ba¥c been helpful
Howe¥cr I think that one of the reuons why it 'tllUD.'t
done is that we were deliberately tryinc not to make
people feel .s if _ 'Nere homing in on each others
territory.
The helpful e.tiences that were cited by the three (3) professional
employees focused on issues of iJ:lform.ation. communication. and opportUnities for
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input. Sarah described the .dYaDta.s of havin, adequate, and more than
adequate information ClOIKlemma the re-stl1lCtUri:D.c process:
We were always informed of what 'M5 JOinl to happen,
I guess because oftbe type of depanmeru that we were
wor1cin( in. And we were in contact with more
manaprilal type of people. and we knew more of what
....s lOin. on... They created a communications
depanmcllt that sent out newsletters. Some people .y
that they were bombarded with allldnds of newsletters.
and me_Fs, and thiDp like that. But, I JUc. it's
better to be o"lerwhebncd with information than not to
be iIlformed at all. So, itt that reprd. I fecI that we
were wen informed.
Nadine described the positive effects that this system of communications
had on her pneral eJPeriences with re-sttueturin.:
We had • fairly JClOd communications tbrouJh our
director because she reponed diredlyto the VP. So she
would come in and we could ask ber things that we
didn't already mow. So [ tb.iJlk that there 'Ml$ a direct
link to the corporate office that others didn't have.
All respondents reported that their opportunities for input into the process
were helpful. positi\'e experiences. Justin recaUed the Yarious opportunities for
input that he availed of:
We had SDttle sbariIll and planninl sessions, whir:h
helped somewhat.. We bad brainstorminl sessions. we
bad stratepe planninl- We bad some CODlin, toaether
sessions for some of the departments that were merging
and gettin,to know people
Nadine described similar feelinp about her opportUnities for input. and
also identified some continuinl eduQtion sessions that helped her in ber
"I pes: I bad a bit of an ad\UtaF pef'1iOQa.Oy bec:aue I
wasiDduded in pb.ue ODe oftbc roc:us pups. That-.s
the phase in which we decided what the propms were
Finl to be. We chose the propms. so I ra.iJbt ha¥e
had more information than most of the employees...
And another thin, that helped was the srress
manaFment sessions. They ONere available for aD)'One
felt they needed the coping skills. They were offered
o\'ler • semester time frame, about once a week. Thcy
werc capacity crowds. There were also educational
sessioDs on understanding the propam- based
m8JlaFment approach to patient carc. The presentation
ga\e lIS sOme idea ofwbat the structure 'WOuld look: like
once ir: .....s in place.
A total of three (3) saaff development employees were interviewed. All
three (3) were part of the laree c:orpontion beina: fanned from the six (6)
individual orpnUaUons. These emplo)'ecs represented two (2) of the major
organizations lnwlved. The inlcmew questions asked these responderus their
perception of the chanps in the role of gaff dC\'IelopmCDt that had OCCUlTed
because of downsiziaa. chanaes that they percei'o'ed in emplo)'ecs' educational
needs due to downsizina. and any waFs that they had encountered in the adult
learner in the trad.ir:ionalleamina environment.
The respondenls were Doris, Ned, and Peter. AU three (3) haw extensiw
~rk and educational bacqrounds in the areas of staff dewlopment in heahh
care senmp'. and in educational senings with the adult learner.
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The three (3) Staff De..eklpmcDt Emplo"ecs who were inte.~W'Cd agreed,
without exception., that doWDSiziD. bad created a chan.s 10 their traditional
roles. All three (3) of thee emplo"ecs identified a DCW, and contiDuaUy
ernerJinJ. consultant role for stllfr dcW!lopment emplo"ecs. Not on.ly did Doris
identify the consultant role, she .Iso specified the types of consultation thar were
being required:
The demands 00 me for consultations alone, are
increasinl e~ry month. And the collSllhation service
works at dift'en:llt levels. At onc level )Ou're talking
about where )'Ou hue people come in who ue tt}'inl to
deve'op their own workshop, and we'D -:Irk with them
in terms of format and in terms of the e~riential
teachina that may be aPPropriate. SeCODdly,)'Ou Jet
CODSUhation in the area of resource materials. So we
might ICt caDs &om students. aaencies. businesses. or
emplo)'ecs., Ioolcinl for materials on specific topics.
Doris also identified the role of counsellor, but also upressed some
concerns regarding a viable furore for this role:
There are definite assessment counselliDa skills needed.
But .mat it comes doWll to is that because of time
pressures., I am dam. as little counselling todayu I have
ever done. It's because I just don't M.\'e the time. The
demands on Illy time for education and consultation are
just incredible.
In addition to roles as consultant and counsellor. tWO additional roles were
identified. Ned identified these roles as that of co-ordinator and in\'estiptor:
The focus ofthe thin., we offered Bot chanaed. and also
the focus becam.e wider through beina: responsible for
7.
Inore than one site. So OW' role became one of c0-
ordinating educational pruematiotls. with QQt alo< of
&ont·line deli...ery.
There·saboaloto(iD.~ti~work,where)'Ou
investiptc the c:oa of thiq:s, the costs of training
prolftJDS.. I've written te-..eral repons in the last )'eU,
which require alot of my time really. I would Dever have
done tbat before. And there's alaI of research required
prior to doing it.
All three (3) respondents c.q.ressed a decree of nostallia fer their Iosl:
foles, and a cenain confusion with respect to their present and their future roles.
Ned expressed the confusion that he felt was caused by the rc-
strucruring/downsWng process:
You don't know who )'01,1 have to serve anymore. So,
)01,1 'MIit UDtil projects are posted and pick the ones)'Ou
want to do. There's 110 uaet clear piaure of what our
roles are. I tb.in.k .'re evolYiD.. certainly. I blow that
there is • more c:onsukative role for us. Maybe less of
being a frontline de~rer of proaranu-
All three (3) expressed definite feelings with respect to the roles Ihal they
preferred. and regarding the direction that they would like their roles to take in
the future. Peler's comments expressed these feelincs. and added a concern about
the loss of traditional roles:
I SIll want to be in the classroom. I miss that. But at
the momeDt it's difficuk to orpn.ize thinp. The new
role I'm hopin. for. Once the needs are identified and
rhe proJtadlS are in place, will have some of both. I
think it's imponant for the educator to be visible to the
people we are providin. the edUcatioD to. I think that
if we ..y too muc:b beb.iDd the desk: in the role of
consultaDl, our wonh woa.'t be recoplizled.
Wen. I think that we are:still in flux. nothin. is in
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place )et so we can't say that this is the new structure,
and that these are the needs. But 1 really feel that the
days of providiD, nice to kno... information are lOne.
There will be DO time or money Cor &ills, lifesr,ie.
personal de~lopment. and that type of thina-
Peter stated that the eduCl.tionaltttaUtin. needs of the emplo,ecs of the
large corporation had not )'::l been formally assessed. Assessment was currently
being accomplished on a very informal basis. The reDowing stau:menrs pertaining
to changed employee educational/traininc needs are based primarily on the
perceptions of the staff development personnel. Peter described the problems
thai were being encountered with fonnal needs assessment for such a large
number of employees:
Well. the changed needs are IOn of difficult to
determine because we have such a large organization
and still in flux. There are approximately 6.000
employees, so we haven't beel'l able 10 do a corporate
wide needs assessment )":t. That's mttlcth.ing we waRt to
do. but we hue 10 have a mechanism in place to analyze
the data. We Dced 10 have some type of interpretative
packaae to do that.
Peter continued to describe what he perceiwd as the needs of emplo)'Ccs durinl
the downsizing process., and after major changes had taken place:
While the process is in proaress people Deed suppon,
they need information. There's IlOIhinl that's more
imponut than communication.. I think that there's a
big need for information and communication when
things are happening... And then after the chanae is
7.
complete. people ue looking to be re-uained, or to
improve their skills 10 m.ake sure that their positions are
not in jeopardy_
Peter recounted tbe !tory of a dietary emplo~e.who because of impendinllay-
affs in her area, was atternptinl to up.pade her keyboard slaUs. She had
completed a course in Office Administtation several )'U.fS before, but had lost
much of her keyboard sIdlls and aCCllhcy because of lad: of WOI'k in her area of
expenise. This empio,ec approached Peter, who subsequentlyarraneed the time
and the opportunity _re for this empWJ)'ec to ha-..e keyboard practise. 11tis
employee spends her lunch periods practising the keyboard in an administrative
office. This is not an isolated cuc, but seems to be restricted 10 one specific
category of staff. As Peter desc:nDed:
We find it's mainly support nff. What we loosely refer
to as Wltrained. Don-professional staff that have been
here five, maybe sill;)'eats.. BUI, when they hear that 90
people are COing to be laid~ff from housekeepinl. they
think they may not have been here long enough to hold
on. So they're klokin, for somethinl that they can do to
make themselYeS a lin1e more w:rsatile.
Both Doris and Ned commented on the types of presenlations that have
been requeSled frequently, ud lhat haw: been ...ety popular with attendees. Ned
described the types of -ukshops that had been offered to those emplo~es ...mo
would quite possibly be loosin, their jobs:
Alor of workshops Mre offered to emplo)'C!:U who Mre
to be 1aid~ff, ud .tlo would be planrlinl to apply for
other positions. We presented workshops on how to
write resumes, and how to present )'Ourself in an
7'
intet\liew. I was invol~d in co-ordinating a project in
which we provided all staffwith the opportunity to Ieam
about the program based approach to carc.
Unfortunately. we could get \'ery few suppan staff to
attend those.
Doris reponed dramati.: increases in requests for workshops in wry specific subject
In the past two years I can say to )'Ou that I've had
about a 200~ to a ~ increase in requests for
workshops related to dealing with crisis types of
situations.
Both Doris and Ned identified that employees now needed alternate
scheduling of presentations and alternate delivery methods to meet their changing
job demands. As Doris stated:
One of the major areas that downsizing has affected is
allowing people to be freed up to attend educational
sessions. So)'Ou may ha'Ye sessions that deal with stress
or change, but there is a problem with release of staff.
Especially staff who work shifts or who h....e very little
flexibility and control OYer their workday.
Ned identified the imponance of alternate delivery methods, in addressing
problems created by difficulty in relief of staff for educational sessions:
... And we have to look at other methods by which
employees can learn. promoting more self.·directed
learning and more computerized learning.
Chwp in til' AdM" I....
Neither Peter nor Ned identified specific changes in the adult learners in
eo
the traditional classroom seniD&- However. they did identify changes in employee
eagerness to awil of oppol'tW'lities for various educadonaJ/trainina offerinp. The
emplo~e5' Dew found interest was atttibuted primarily to keepinl present
positions. or the poSSloility of attaininl new posilions. Ned descnllcd this trend.
as well as some concern with reprd to misI::onceptions on the pan of these
emplo)'ecs:
The staff in seme of the Ie_f skilled t)pes of jobs ate
really acini to be the first ones to be affected, because
their departments are aoine to downsize as they
amalptc. So alot of employees feel that certain
educational oppommities are lOin, to m.ake them morc
employable. or better able to let them other jobs. A
cla.s:sK: one is lhat if they haw; computer ttaiJUna they
wiU cenainly pt • job at IOmethiDc. They don't
understand the full concept of what is one word
prooessinl course, or one Micro--Tech course JOin. to do
for them... And c:enainly there are lODle olf that will
avail ohhinp themselves and others who won't. I JUcss
it depends on the Deed at the time. I think if it affects
job promotion, or job security I think they would pay on
their own time to do it.
Doris, the only staff development employee who still spends a considerable
amount of time in workshop settiDp, bas been rudilyable to idencify the anxious
adult iD the teaminl environment. She also recopUzes lhe ....tue of providin&
special opportunities (or these emplo~es to \tent their emotiolls in a relati\tely
safe selling:
When conductin& workshops. it's n01 difficult co pick out
individuals who are quite stressed. Throup lheir verbal
and non-verbal behaviours. It's nOt UIlcommon to haYle
these people approach )'Ou personally at coffee. or at
"
lunch, or after the workshop. Askin')Ou fur help or
referral services fat tbem.sehes or their families. Quite
often these days aloe of emplo,ee.s are stressed, and
"OI"kinC in situations in wttich theyare afraid to upress
their feeliDp. They are afraid to opeb their mouths to
.y that they ba\'e some c:oIlClenlS here, or that meyare
afraid of this. It's important 10 Ji\'e these people a
chance to tet their feelinp out.
Minion Sta1cmmls
Health CaR Qmp'ut!op
Inquiries revealed that the health care orpnization. created &om the
amalgatioD oftbe six (6) smaller orpnizarions and emplo~r aCthe nine (9)
respondenls. had nOI )":'1 developed a formal Mission Statement. This
organization is operating under a ~au~mcnt of Corporate Values and Guiding
Principles (pIC3Se refer to Appendix C).
The orpnization bas five (.5) Corporate Values. These ..lues include a
respect for all persons. provision of a carinI heahh e:ue community, a
commitment to justice and fairness, • belief in the value of collaboration and
teamwork, and a continual pursuit of excellence. Se...en (7) Guldinl Principles
have also been established. The first and second of these prineip~sdeal with the
provision or comprehensiYe health care S1trvic:es and establishing a wellness focus
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fot aU individual$. In,,oolviD, visions of the public ira the orpstizarion's future and
dialoJUe between health care and the public are the focus ofthc neJa: ntIO (2)
Guidina Principles.. ProvidinllUef &ielldly environments. ac:cowuability to the
public. and committina to evalllation. are the focus of the remaininl principles.
S'aI[ Dmtopmcpt SmjqI
The StaffDe~lopmentServices for this health care orpnization has not ~t
developed a Mission Statement. At present, the EducationalServices operates within
the Corporate Values and the Guiding Principles of the Orpnization.
&"ytiBd F.duqtional Owrtgpifl§
The educational oppoltWlities provided by Educational Services are posted
to all areas of the orpnizatioll. and [0 outside heahh care orpnizations, on a
monthly basis. The posted schedules from September, 1996 to February, 1997
~rc reviewed. During this period an approximate total of 1409 hours of
educational opponunitiC$ were aw.ilable to employees. Table 1 below, lists the
topic areas offered, ilnd the nwnber of hours alloned to each area:
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Boon ~olTatal
Life Support Trainin. 37' 26.6 ~
Site Specific Orientation 325 23.1 ~
Continuin. Ed. (Professioul Staff) 238.25 l7"
Manasement of Crisis Situations 17. 12.' ~
General (Corporate) Orientation 91.5 6.5 ~
Continuinl Ed. (General) 31 2"
Continuinl Ed. (Support Staff) 1. ,,,
A total of 13 arme orpnization's news bulletins were reviewed. These
bullelins co~red the period from February 6. 1996 to January 6, 1997. Each of
these bulletins consisl: of. sinp. double sided pase. These buOetins are
published for the emplo)":cs. and for the people who avail of the health care
orpnizalions's services il:I the relion senoed.
The firS!: side of this one pap publication consiJls of one or more editorial
contributions from 't'Uious services andlct administrati-w: personnel of the
organization; side two addresses questions from employees about various aspects
of th.e rc-stfUeturin. and the downsizing process.
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individuals with questions or concerns are asked to forward them to the
Communkations Department. Any questions that cannot be addressed via the
bulletin, are answered on a more penoaal basis lhroulb a 24-bour Hotline
(provided that the individual is willing to leave hi5jb.er rwne and phone number).
[ssues or concerns of a very individual or job specific nature are not addressed in
the bulletin. The individuals or &loups asking questions, and the individuals who
address tbe questions are recorded on side two of the bulletin..
The bulletins were reviewed for the Dature of the headlines and me
editorials, and for the various categories of questions asked, and addressed. Table
2 is a summary of the buUelin headlines. and of the topics concerning which
qucsrions were asked and answered:
Tllhlc2
SlInlnlary-Ne'tS Bulltlln.
EclllllI'lal Iltadllnes/QIICSlilll. 1~lplCl
Ollie I F..dllurilllllr6ttllhll:s Qualk"l 1~lpics
Feb. 26/96 I "Program BMsetl MIIIIFmelll·SIIUIS Lale Feb: She SAP. PropamsiNallona! Forum on
'7rlnslllo.. 1'1IkIl Leld 10 Tentative NAPE Agree," I HcahhfMovlnl Cblld Heallh Servlcel/
PrOlTam Director Positions
Apr, 8/96 I"Qua lily CarelQulllilY Service-To Ihe FUlUTe"
"Volunleers Needed 10 PliO! Quality Prouams"
Apr.12/96 I "Plallnlna ror New Child Heahh Pacllily"
"1ntervkws (or Program Dlreclors"
May 6/96 I"StIff It All Sites Maklnl Use or HOI Line"
"CSO Vlsitlnl S1lrr Siles Asahl"
May 13/96 I"Heallh tels Three Year 8udset"
"HOIline Slnlln."
Child Surlleal Day Care/Woman's Heal1h
Proll'am/SupervlSOf)' Positkms/Admln.
Services/Sexual Abuse Proll'am
Donallons 10 Orpnlzalion(fransrer Advisory
Commillee/Volunleer Week
Member Sllel/Pro,..am Dlvlmns/Cost Savina
96/Proaram Hued Mlnagemelll &. NSI, Care
Progrlm Based Manascmenl/proressional
AdvilOry Comm,JMk:roMotoIY Services
DMII:!
TahieZ
Sunmlilry-Nt!W5 Rullellm
"AIIIIII"1111 Ilcll.IIlIIC.~JQIIl'Stiml 'l'IIIN(.II
FAiluri.t "aldlll," Qualktn Topks
June 21/96 I "CEQ, Establishes Professional Advisory Council"
"Humin Ruources Repor1S on Staff ReducUons"
July 3/96 I .....ittlc FIcJ.lblltly in 9S·96 BudRet"
Cardiac Suraery Program/Cardlac SurJCry
Walt InS L11t/DllCharae Planning Sodal
Workers
Manaacment Contracts-IUfects on SUPPOrl
Staff/Soclal Work Deparlments
Au,. 5(96 I "Consolidation Resulb in Considerable Operatkmal I Program Based Manasement/Move of
Savin,"
Sept. 9/96 I "Master Plan Approved for Construction and
Renovations"
Oct. 1(V96 I "1dentlfying New Dlrections·Seniors Carc"
Children', Rehab/Emer,. Dept. Closure"
Conllnuance of Sfand·D, Services
Propell of ProJfam Based Manaaement
Cancellation of Maintenance Contracts{
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CHAPTER FIVE
CRlTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter represents a critical anal)5is of the data provided by the
interview subjects and &om the review of penmenl documents. The broad
themes that are present in the data are identified and discussed with reference to
the theoretical framework provided by penment literature sources. The themes
that arc identified arc eamincd in tbe light of the current climate, culture. and
pressinl issues of today's health care organizations. All the themes and issues
that arc identified are then viewed through the lens of the eYcryday realities of
the individuals who comprise the health care workforce.
For the purpose of c::riticaJ. analysis the data has been reconstructed and
organized through catcJOrization of major theme$. These themes arc as follows:
Theme 1: Emp~)'t:e Need Levels
Theme 2: Chanp:
Theme J: Empowerment
Theme 4: lnformatioll/Communication
Theme~: Leadership
Theme 6: Staff Development Role Chance
Theme 7: Leamer NecdsILearning Opportunities
8.
'Jbcm! 1- I'.ppIom NmI I.mIJ
The data pthered in this study iDusttate the existence of a clearly defined
dichotomy between the reactions and needs of support emplo~es and
professional emplo,.ees. in response to downsizine. The support employees had
very strong reactions to the downsizina: process. The predominant feelinp
expressed by this group 'Were uncertainty, anxiety. feat, and anger. Although the
professional emplo,.ees that 'Nere intet\liewed did repon some initial uncertainty
and anxiety, these feelings were experienced primarily in the preliminary stages of
the resttueturinBidownsizin8. and were relatively fleetinJ. The support employees
however, continued to experience these feelinp. The feelings haw DOt faded, and
appear 10 have increased in intensity as the changes within the health care
organization have continued.
Maslow's (1970) Hierarchy of Needs Model.. Figure 1 below, can be used to
examine the threats to individual emplo,.ees by downsizing. Maslow posits that
Fiaure 1
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
!.;\~
klf.....~\
\
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an individuafs motivation Stems from the dri..e to fulfil unmct DUds. The
physiological needs at the bottom. aflhe model mUSl be fulfilled before the
individual can pursue hipr needs.
In Maslow's model. job lecurity is inherent in the sarety needs (Sudderman.
1995). When jobs are threatened, there is aruiety, fear, and loss of structure and
order, all of which comprise the safety !leeds calCaory. In addition. job loss (Of
threat of job loss) impinaes on an individual sense of belonlinl to a ;roup. Self
esteem is also rilreatened because an individuafs SCJUe of imponance is
challenged, and there is uncertainty as to one's adequacy to meet new demands.
Work not only provides emplo,,:es with financial re'MJ'ds which help provide the
basic necessities of life, it also provides opportunities for social interaction, self
fulfilment and groVrth, a sense of purpose within a lfOuP, and a social identity.
The most profound effect that downsizing on the heath care employees
interviewed was tbe actual, or the polcntialloss of their jobs. The professional
employee respondents experienced some initial uncertainty with regard to job
security. but as the dOwnsWnl proaressed they experienced no loss of positions in
their specific areas of expeni!e. As wen. there appeared 10 be DO plans in the
immediate future to downsize their services. Professional employees in health
care are specially educated and Irained individuals who perform '¥ery specific job
functions. There are very few other individuals within Ihe health care
orpnization that would be capable of performing these same functions. The
aa
professional employees who were interviewed. bad Dot found themselves in the
posilion of precarious job security. To this date. they u¥e experienced only a
change to the structure of their jobs. These professional empkJ)eICs have net
experienced. and are not experiencin. a threat to their security needs.
The specific health care orpni.zluion studied eliminated 191.8 positions
during the period from April I, I99S. 10 March 31, 1996 (Update. June 21, 1996).
or this total number of positions eliminated. 46% were from management!
administrative positions and S4~ were from suppan employee positions. There
arc as well major changes planned for the delivery of dietary and housekeeping
services within this health care organization; changes that will result in downsizing
rhe number of employees workina: withiD. these services (Update, January 6, 1997).
Within hcal1h care orpnizations. the majority of suppon emplo)":cs
perform job functions for which minimal training and experience. are required.
Most suppon employees can perform the job functions of their CQworkers with
very little difficulty. Multiskillin. of suppan emplo)'CCs is a strategy that is beina
used in the areas of utility, housekeeping, laundry, and dietary services in this
health care organization, and many other health care orpnizations in Canada
(Mann, 1995). Multiskillina involves the trainina of employees 10 perform several
job functions. Plans to reduce Ihe number of employees in suppan services,
union senioriry rilb-ts, mu!tisJcillin,. and standard bumpin, procedures provide
\lery real job threats to the suppon employces of this health care orpnizalion.
very real job threats to the support emplo,ees of this health care organization.
The support emplo,ees interviewed are living and 'WOrking under constant
threat to their job security. and subsequently constant threat to their safety needs.
According to Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Model. individuals in this situation
Vt'Ould not be motivated to fulfil higher level needs for belonging and love , or
self-esteem. As a result, it should not be surprising that these ernplo)'!es are nOI
overly concerned with the optimal funetionina: of their work groups, cona:enia1
work relationships, or outstanding work: performance. The main concern, or fear,
of these employees is for their own. safety and security as employees in this health
care organization.
1beme 1- ChaD-
All three (3) employee groups interviewed, expressed concern regarding
change. Support employees were concerned with change to their job security and
with their ability to cope personally with these changes. The professional
employees interviewed were concerned with the changes occurrinl within the
organization, and to the sttucture of the sernce delivery in their specific areas.
The staff development umployees interviewed expressed concern reprdina:
changes to their traditional roles within the organization. Both the professional
employee JfOup and the 51alf development emplo)'!e group demonstrated a
considerable amount of insisht, and placed a high degree of importance
on their personal reactions to change. The suppon employees interviewed
appeared to be suffering the most stress related to change, and related to their
personal abiliry to <:ape with the change process.
The change resulting from re-assignment of job position or from change of
job status, can sometimes be described as being similar to having lost one's best
friend (Burford, 1996). Often o\'erlooked is the imponance and the meaning that
people place on their work. Emplo)'ees are often devastated by the changes
involved in being required to do something different. and frequently repon such
feelings as shock, disbelief, sadness, and a high degree of stress. Traditionally, the
majority of suppon employees ha\'e had Yery little formal education and/or
training for their jobs. and are usually not well represented at educational
opponunities for personal or professional de\'elopment that would deal with such
issues as change, <:aping with change, and change strategies. In the workplace,
suppon employees haw not had equal opponunity to deYe)op, or expand on, the
knowledge and skills needed to <:ape with the changing health care .scene.
The three (3) staff development employees interviewed, ...ere not
<:ancemed with personal coping. As all professionally trained employees, they
would be reasonably familiar with the change process and coping strategies.
These employees ellpl'essed concern reprdinl the changes that were occurrinlto
their traditional roles in the health care orpnization. They also had serious
concerns with respect to the nature and the scope of their new and traditional
.,
roles in the health cue orp.nization. They also bad concerns with respea to the
c:h1nges that were occuniD. to their traditional methods of service delivery.
The professional emplo)ec respondents were concerned with the number
and the nature of the chanaes that were oocurring within the orpnization. One
of the professional empJo)ecs stated that it would hue been much easier [0 try to
accomplish one major chanae at a time, than to have several major changes
occurring at the same time. Hanson (l991) states that when contemplating
change, the degree is crucial. The change process within the orpnization. as
described by the professional employee. fits Hanson's description of eanhquake
change:
Earthquake chance,just as the name suuests. re.sponds
to a felt need of the orpnizational leadership that
change should be comprehensive and rapid. imP&dinl
on sttuaurcs. people. propams and tedmologjes. An
earthquah chanae stratelY is such a hip risk that )'Ou
must bit it juSi right or )OU come up suckina sqmp
water. (p. 322)
The data gathered from support empk>~es indicated a Fneral feelina: of
helplessness, of having no input into the changin. nature of their jobs. and no
power over their future as health care emplo)'ees. One suppon emplo)'ee
indicated that job loss 'WaS the equivalent of his life beina o~r. Althou&h
ptofessional emplo)ees reponed a slight feeling of bewildetmenl at the outset of
.2
professional employees who were interviewed reponed that they bad been given
opportunities to panicipate in proJfam planning groups, focus JI"Oups, strategic
planning Jfoups, and coming tOFther &TOQps. No such opportunities for input
were reponed by the support emplo,.ecs. The professional emplo,ee Jfoup were
generally optimistic., expressing none of the feelinp of helpiessness and
hopelessness that were so commonly expressed by the support emplo)ec group.
Individuals who feel powerless believe that they have no conuol over a
situation or that lbeir actions ..wI not sufficiently affect outcomes (&aples. Baruth,
Jefferies, and Warder, 1994). Support empk'yees traditionally have Umited access
to key administrative individuals in the orpnization. causing a dcg:ree of self·
consciousness and intimidation. Finally. lOme individuals may be unwilling to
voice their opinions and concerns because of fear of jeopardizing their present or
their future job status, and overall well-being. Often, fot these reasons,
individuals remain silent even when they have the opportunity to speak.
Dissatisfaction. reluctance to participate. and anger ue the usual outward
responses of individuals who feel that they bave lost control of specific:: aspects of
their jobs or their lives.
Empowerment occurs when individuals gain a sense of mastery over their
own lives. Empowerment implies that individuals muS[ become active participants
in makina: the decisions tbat will ultimately affect them. Althou&h iDdividuals
empower themselves, otherS can play an important role iD makina that
.3
empower themselves. others can play an imponant role in makina that
empowennent happen. even for lhe reluctant individual. Canain (1993) uses a
parable of an cape to represent what empowerment is aD about. The parable
tells of a )IOun:. severely injured eaale that was nursed back 10 hcahh by a caring
farmer. When grown, the eaale still continued to live on the Farm with the
farmer's chickens. The calle lived like a chicken and. in fact, thought it was a
chicken. The parable outlines the attempts that were made to encouraF the
eagle to act tike an eagle, Dot a chicken. The process \1Illsn't easy. Trying to
change the cagle's environment and teaching it how to fiy were Dot enough. A
new attitude in a new environment, bad to be aeated. This process Vo8S hard on
the eagle too! The eaale bad been friptened and hun in lbe put. and had
&!'own accustomed to the old, safe ways. It was hard for the naJe to believe that
the old wa)'S could caUlle desuuaioo. It was also difficult for the eaJ1c when
people blamed if for beinl what it llad been taucJ:U to be aU its Ute.
Support employees in health care. work in an environment that has
categorized their job functions as-support. The use of the tenn "support"
indicates that their job functions are not of primary importance; their functions
allow the major functions of the organization to be perfonned. In the past,
support employees bad little experience with vision buUdinl and strategic:
plannin&- The da,a pthered from the support employees in this study indicate
that this situation still eltists. Usually, the chanaes occurrinl within heahh care
9.
orpnizations did DOl patly.ffect Sllppon empio~ their suppon functions
always bad to be mailuained. The CIllI'ent chanFS within the health care
organization are baWl, a dramatic effect all suppon employees, their jobs. and
how they carried out their traditional rob These are the employees. who in the
past, felt little need for empo_rment with reprd to job functions. These same
employees are now fcelina: and expressing the effects of lack of empowerment.
To cJePeCl these employees to become instantly empowered. and to take advantage
of opponunities fOf input, is a little like expecting chickens to take fljJb.t and soar
like eagles-with DO prior preparation.
'I)cR •.~
The data collected &om both suppon emplo)'US and professional
employees made special mention aCthe a....ilability of information and of the
effecti"C communication of information. Support employees identified both these
issues as problems that contributed sreatly to their &JUiety. their frustration, and
their senent neptiw experiences with doMlSizina. However, the professional
emplo)'ecs identified these issues ar aids that were of peat benefit 10 them and
that contributed to their sener.1 positive uperiences with
restrueturingldowrlsUinJ. The professional emplo)'Ces made special mention of
lhe Communication Department that bad been established to facilitate fast,
effeai~ communication of information throughout the orpnization. The
.5
accessibility of informalion via campulcr l2leS5aseS and the special ne..-s bulletins
published by the organization. were also pven special mention by the professional
emplo~es. The suppan emplo)'ees made DO mention of communication
depanmeots. computer messaFs. or Dews bulletins. The main concerns of the
suppo" employees were beina made aware of iIlfurmation. having accurate
information, and knowing information about long range orpnizational plans so
that they could determine ho.... they may be affected in the funuc.
In his book Pgwersbjft" logMed" WqJrh and Yiolence in the "'51
~ Alvin Tomer (1993) identifies information and knowledae as being the
source of power thai is quickly takina the lead in leday'S society_ Information is
toda)"s rapidly emergina: source of power. Be states that as we race into the
information age. lcnowiedae can be a....i1able to anyone who wishes to and has the
ability to obtain it. With information comes power, the power to make informed
decisions. the power to have inpUt into decision makina: processes, and the power
to have a cenain decree of control o~r various aspects of one's life.
The professional employees who were interviewed. reponed having ample
informalion at their finsertips. They also reponed bavinl easy access to the
infonnation necessary to keep them current with the c:han.s and the plans of the
organization. This goup of employees have relatively easy access to manasement
personnel. have personal computers in their offices, and the skills necessary to use
these computers to access information. have routine communications placed in
.,
their mail boxes, and can schedule time dllring their work day to review these
communications. This ample iJUormation and Imowledae pw::s the professional
emplo)'l!;cs the recline of power and contrOl over their 'WOrk situations-
empowerment.
Although chanae is reponed to be in progress. health care organizations
Slill operate under tbe classical, closed. bureaucratic orpnizational structure
model (Hanson. 1991). The position of support employees in this hierarchial
structure is considerably lower than the position of professional emplo~es. Add
to Ihis fact the lack of conuolthat support employees have ow::r the flexibility of
their work schedules. and it becomes obvious that their access to administrative
personnel <the source of much information) is very limited. And, ..men visits
from chief executive officers and top administrative personnel are scheduled, these
work scheduie requirements and inflexibility often prevent the attendance of many
suppon employees. Support employees do Dot have offices; they do not have
personal computers (or in some cases access to computers); and often they do not
ha~ the necessary skills to U!lC • computer to access information. These
employees rely heavily on the information that filters down the hierarchy. Often
Ihis information is not entirely aceurate and includes the interpretation of each
individual who has heard and relayed the information.
Access to the rcpwly publ.ished new bulletins requires support employees
10 make a special visit to the drop off sites. A review of a number of these
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bulletins for purposes of data Q)Ueaion revuJed that a hiah level of literacy
would be required to read and IlRderstaDd the majority of the information
presented. The educational level required for many suppon emplo)'ec positions is
currently Grade VIll, and a number of ~ars ago the zrade IC\le1 was Grade VI.
Many suppa" employees may not haYe the ability to read and/or understand, and
to discern the implications of the material contained in these bulletins. The topics
presented in these bulletins dea.h with budpt issues. advisory committees.
program based management. and quality initiatives. The majority of the questions
that were asked and answered in these bulletins, dealt with similar tOpic areas.
The suppa" employees who were interviewed showed concern with very specific
issues penaming to their own job situations and their own needs for job security.
These employees may be unlikely 10 sec the relc\'lUtce of these News Bulletin
topics to their own specific concerns. and may therefore be unlikely to read any
fuMher than the headlines.. The bulletins also stated mat inquiries of a specific,
personal nature were not appropriate to be addressed in the bulletin.
These bulletins direct emplo)ee$ with specific personal inquiries to a 24-
hour Hotline that is maintained by the orpnization. Repeated calls made to this
Hotline by the researcher re'Y'ealed that this service conus of a YOice messap:
requeSlini that the caller state hislher question or concern, and lea'Y'e his/her
name and number so that they can be contacted. Suppon emplo)ees in health
care organizations bave nOI traditionally been an empowered group. Combine
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this lack: of empowerment with uncenainty, ilfUiety, and fur that often
clw'adcriscs their work environments. and leaving their concern, name, and
number with upper m&na,ement pencnnel may becotDe a threatening task for
many suppon empio~s.
Without the free flow of information and ideas throupout the orpnization
there cannot be cooperation and understandin& (Kanter-Moss, 1977). Any group
who feels left out of the orpnization is not likely co care much whether the
orpnizarion meets us C1bjeeti~s or not.
1JImc $' I.-Imllip
The quality of the orpnization's leadership was an issue on which the
professional emplo)us and the suppon emplo)'ecs voiced definite, but opposln'
opinions. The professional emplo,ees expressed a faith in the quality of the
leadership they had experien<:ed so far. and in the quality of future 'eadership.
The suppon emp~ howe'l'er. pve this same leadership '#ery nepti\<e re\'ie-s.
and expressed "Cry Iinle faith reprding their future under the current ieadership.
Leadership is I Yet)' difficult concept to cJPlain. The sians of outsWldinl
leadership appear primarily amon, the followers (Depree. 1989). For cJ:a.mple. do
the foUowers cbmF with Iface? Au they feachina their full potential? Atc they
leamin,? Can they IUIlIP conflict? The data pthered from the professional
emplo~es indicate that major clwtFs are beiDa accomplished without great
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difficully, that objectives are beina: anained. and that conflict between individuals
is minimal. The suppa" employees however. did not appear to undcfSland the
<:hanaes. and are not aecommoc!atin. them pcefully. Support empk»)ec aecounts
of rifts between best friends, &Ild emplo~ with their '1ists up to each othe~
(p.57) are nO{ indicati-..e of effective conflict manaaemenL
In their summary of the discussions of a II'QUP of scholars and praetioners.
from various professions, on the topic of ludership. Holman and Deal (l994)
made several Slatements with reprd to the nature of leadership. Their first and
primary sratement was that leadership comes into play when a system is not
werkins: wen. and someone mU$I find out why and then decide what 10 do. They
also Slate that leadership can be ezrciscd ftom any pan of the orpnization. it
does not require positiort. Leadership also briop people and conflicting ideas
together. The problems beinl experienced within the health care S)'Slcm in
general. cenainly indieate a need for effective leadership. The leadership of this
specific orpnization appears to be lopped-down in nature, as is t)1lal of
bureaucratic, closed $)'Stems. The data pthered from the emplo~e JtOups does
not indicate that aD emplo)'Us and conflictina idus haYe been brou&bt together.
Ninomi~ (1988) likened the qualities of effcc:ciw: leaders 10 the qualities or
the waaon masters llotOrious in the westward mOYemen1 or the last century. The
waion master had two major responsibili1ies: keepiDCthe W8JOIlS movina to'NU'ds
their destinations, day after day despite obstacles, and maincainina harmony and a
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spirit of teamwork among the workers aCthe wagon train. The _,on master's
'NOnh was determined by his ability to reach the destination srelyand to keep
everyone's spirits hiah along the way. Leaders must be decision makers. This
responsibility is two fold, it in'YOlycs malcina the riaht decisions and encouraging
the participation of subordinates. Effective leaders must be communicators and
listeners. and must spend time with the followers leamine: to effectively sense the
group d)1lamics. Leaders must be teachers; always teachine: other individuals how
to become leaders. Leaders should be peace makers, minimizing conl1ict is a YCry
important leadership function.
People seek: leadership (Zenger, 1985). They want to join in the pursuit of
goals and values that they perceive as worthwhile. Htahh care employees also
seck leadership. The data obtained indicate that professional employees feel that
they have effective, capable leadership and that support employees do not
perceive their leadership as effective, and have little faith in the capability of their
leaders.
Support employees bave positions in the orpnization's hierarchy that is
considerably lower than the position of professional employees. This lower
position decreases acce!l:s to the leaders in the orpnization. and blurs the visibility
that leaders must maintain to keep in touch with their followers. Lack of
flexibility in their -.<lrk routines and lack of control over their work day bours are
factors that 5e\'erely limit the ability of the support emplo)lee to participate in
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planned opponunities for vision building. sharing. and strategic planning. The
opportunities for input and for panicipation are limited by the nature of the jobs
held by the majority of support 'M)[kers. Many of the IM>rk day realities of
support emplo~es are DOt experiences that are shared by professional emplo~es.
These realities may well contribute to the differing perceptions of the quality of
leadership between these two (2) employee groups.
'lbupe t· Stilt Dcy!Jopmcnt Bpi, Chan"
All three (3) of the staff development employees interviewed reponed
having experienced very definite changes to the traditional roles within the health
cafC organization. The major change that was cited involved moving from front
line development and delivery of educational opportunities, to that of consultant
to other areas of the organ.il:ation. coordination of large educational events, and
counsel1ing with individual employees with regard to appropriate educational
experiences. Two (2) of the staff development employees stated that they very
much missed their more traditional roles, and one (I) employee expressed
concern that he would lose his Yalue to the organization and his credibility as an
educator. if (he majority of his time was to be spent behind his desk consulting
and coordination. All the staff development employees who _re interviewed
recognized that their roles were still evo1vina. and that these roles may change
considerably before the downsizing is completed.
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Unique chaUenaes are faced by staff development employees during times
of downsizing (Sudderman. 1995). There is a pauaty of literature addressing the
wealth. of opportUnities for the provision or educational and trainin. to help
employees cope wilh their work siruations durin; doWl1Siz:ing. Sudderman posits
that staff development employees have both formal and infonnal roles that may
incre:tse during times of orpnizalional change. Emplo)'ee.5 shouJd be helped to
adjust 10 their new roles andlor changed work situations and every effon should
be made to accommodate emplo)'ecs' nceds so that transitions are made as easily
as poSSlblc for both the employee and the orpnization..
The data obtained from the staff development employees indic;ated that
many of their traditional roles had been lost. especially the roles of front line
development and delivery. The new roles being assumed by these employees
(coordination. consullalion. counselling) represented moves away from the
traditional role. The new role of counsellor falls within the informal role
described by Sudderman. Howeycr, the formal role which consists of formal
educ.llional opponunities on topics that meet emplo~sneeds (stress
mana~ement. m01h-ation, se1f~.steem, copina: with change!loss. baodlina: conflict,
inten;ewing skills., resume writinJ, financial plannina. enU'epreneurship) appear 10
have been supplanted by consultin& and coordinatini roles. The three (3) staff
development employees reponed that formal contact with learners in educational
settings had dramatically decreased. This factor may be responsible for their
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failure to identify any differences in the adult learners in educational settinp
during the downsizing process. Consequently, they reported lhat no adju..sunents
had been made to their staff dc...elopmut practices. to accommodate the needs of
the aruious adult learner.
These staff development respondents are all highly trained professionals in
the area of adult Ieanin&. program development, insrruetional design. and front
line deliw:ry techniques. The consuWnl ro'e described by these respondents
indicated utilization of their specialized Imowdp and skills, but the coordinating
role was described as consisting of primarily secretarial functions. In light of the
current heallh care mandate for streamlined. cost effee:tive service deliYery, under
utilization of the special sIcills of any employee &roup does not constitute cost
dfeetive strateI)'. Shaw (1995) considen such under-utilization as waste. Other
Staff development practices tbat Shaw considers as not heini cost effective arc
acceptance of impossible time and fmancial constraints for education/training, and
the plannins and delivery of education and training by individuals without the
special knowtedee or adult learning and iJlsttuctional desian ror adults. Cost:
effective S1aff de~lopment muSi assess and WFt workplace needs. To date no
ronnal assessment or needs has been completed in the orpni.ution studied.
The new roles reported by the staff de~lopment respondents appeared to
be primarily reactive in nature. Needs assessments had not been anempted in
any area or the orpnization and the service was fv,nClwnina in response to
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numerous requests from other areas of the organization. None of these
respondents reponed that any coUaboratiYe efforts were underway that would help
them to define their own roles within the organization. All these employees
reponed that responding to the demands on their services from other areas of the
organization, l~ft \'Cry linle time for such activities as vision building and strategic
planning for staff development services.
"1)mc,. Leamer NecckILeamlD' Opportugitift
All three (3) Ifoups of employees interviewed identified needs that they
perceived as having heen created by the changes that were occurring within the
health cue organization. The identified needs were associated with the
employees' specific work situations andlot with personal needs, and their inability
to cope with these needs.
The support employee group identified the greatest number of needs.
These employees did not identify their concerns as needs, but as issues that had
been created by orpnizational downsizing, and they did not identify these
concerns as areas that could be addresses by staff de....,lopment services. When
asked specifically how staff development coukt help meet their needs, these
employees did not identify the potential of the service. Suppan employees
identified needs for increased information, more effectiYe communication of
information. skills to cope with chanael1oss, stress manaacment, handling conflict,
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financial management, and orientation to new job sites. The needs identified by
these support employees pertained specifically [0 their ability to c:ope on a
personal level.
Both the professional emplo)'ec and staff dcw:lopmenl emplo,.ec
respondents expressed w:ry similar Deeds that were aeated as a result of
downsizing. These two (2) croups also demonstrated similar insi&ht intO the
relationship between these needs and their personal reaaions to the changes
occurring within the orpnization. For example, these emplo,.ecs wefe aware of
the suess and conflict inherent when several groups of employus, who previously
had functioned as independent work units, were required to amaJpte their
5enic:es. The needs identified by these two (2) employee goups were suess
management, handling conflict, copin& with change. and team work. These needs
were specific 10 their job functions.
The review of the educational opponunities provided by $laff development
sen-ices of the health care organization for the six (6) month period from
Scpt~mber, 1996 to February, 1991, revealed mat Yery few of these emplo)'Ce
needs had been formally addressed (C'hJpter Four-Presentation of Data). The
one need that was identified by the suppo" emplo~e sroup, lhat of site
oriemalion, was adequately addressed on these schedules of educational
opponunities. Of the total number of hours of staff deYelopment opportunities
sc:h~duled oYer this lime period. 29.6 ~ were devoted to corporate (Jeneral) and
'0'
site specific orientation. The majority of the educational opponunities offered
o...er tbis six (6) month period were concerned with maintaining and upending of
the skills of professional staff. None of lite specific needs identified by the croups
of respondents were addressed on the staff development schedules of educational
opponuniries.
Professional and 51aff development emplo)"ecs are hiahty trained individuals
who have bad p'oundinp in many areas of personal dCYelopment in their
preparatory propams and belong to professional associations that provide
opportunities for personal and professional development. The majority of support
employees have not had formal training proarams, and do not have professional
as.soc:iations that can provide them with opportunities for personal development.
ManY' individuals in the suppa" emplo~e Jl'OUp would not: hue the necessary
knowledge or the opportunity to access information and/or help with regard to
their identified needs. As a result. the needs of suppan staff' in these areas are
mor~ likely to go unmet.
Two (2) of the staff development employees uprcsscd frustration at tbe
difficulty experienced when attemptini to encouraF suppan Slaff to attend
pbnn~d sessions concemini program based manaFment or O\eetines with the
organizations tOp executive officers. Adult learners will be motivated to learn
only what the need to know (Cerney, 1996). They want to learn thinp that will
help Ihem cope with life situations, marriage, death, di'o'Orcc, or job loss for
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cDmple. The more life c:hanaes cllperiem::cd the more the adult is tIlociv.lled 10
learn through cnplin. in leaminl experiences. Indeed. adults will. seek out these
learning experiences. The support employees in this health care orpnization who
are experiencing almost constant threats to their job security (safety needs) 'NOuld
probably nOl feel the need to know ho.... site based mana&ement will look in five
(5) yeats. or to 10 to a meetin, to hear the chief cxcutive officer talk about the
vision for a new system of heahh care.
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CRAPTERSIX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAnONS
This chapter presents conclusions and recommendations which ha...e been
generated from the information obtained in this study. The perceptions of those
employees who panicipatcd in the study, information obtained from penment
documents, and the review of relevant literature provided the basis for the
formulation of these conclusions and recommendations. Also contained in Ihis
chapter are suggestions for future research.
CogdUSi9111 apd Besom",,"""'"
Organizations are usually thought of as inanimate objects. Organizational
Structures and organizational systems are spoken of as if the organization were a
building or a machine (The Royal Bank Lener, 1989). Organizations are actually
more like warm blooded creatures. being primarily a collection of living, breathing
human beinp. WhatcYer form the orpniz:ation tabs, it brinp people loaether
for a common purpose. Each of these individuals has a unique :!Jet of feelings,
thoughts, and anitudes. If human relations are delicate anywhere, they are
especially delicate ill the workplace. Work has a crucial effect on how people live
their lives. Barnes, Harmon, and Kish (1996) state that the downsizing that is
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occurring in many health care facilities is creating drastic and lODe lasting effects h
the organization and the employees.
The health care orpnization that employs the nine (9) individuals tbat
participated in this stUdy, has as its fuse corporate ....lue "Respect for all
individuals". The Corporate Values of this health care organization form the basis
that shapes the organization's approach to emplo~es (Barr, L993). The data
collected in this study indicates that all three (3) employee groups are
experiencing definite needs as a result of downsizing. One {ll specific group
appears to be experiencing a great deal of distress-the suppon emplo)ec group.
It would appear that senior administratiyc decision makers are not fully cognizant
of, or sensitive to, the effects on cmplo)'Ccs of their decision to downsizing and of
the potential trauma that can be e~ricnced byemployecs. Webber (1994) states
that the whole downsizing process should be conducted in a manner that is
respectful of human dignity. Many sources are available that describe guidelines
for downsizing that are respectful of the individual employees who will be affected
(Webber, 1994; ROUloril, 1987; Godfrey, 1994). A top administrative level aware
of the organization's commitment to respect for aD indiWiuals. ever vigilant of the
weD being of all emplo~es, possessinl knowledge the downsizinl process and its
effects on emplo)"eu. and of the JUidelines that should be followed during
downsizing, will create an awareness and vigilance throupout all levels of the
organization.
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The data obtained from support employees indicated that problems ~re
also being experienced 'With management personnel of companies that 'Were
contraetina senices, such as dietary or housekeeping services. This data indicated
that the management taet.ics used by some of these individuals are particularly
demoralizing to the support employees involved, and in effect, are
counterproductive. The administration of this health care organization should
insure that these managerial individuals have an knowledge of information
pertaining to downsizing and a sensitivity for, employees during the downsizing
process. These individuals should be provided with knowledge of management
lcchniques that are respectful of employees' needs at this special time.
In times of tumultuous change within organizations, there are numerous
demands on the time of top administrative decision makers (Hanson, 1993; Barr,
1993). Losing touch with. or losing sight of, individual emplo)'ecs or employee
groups can very easily be a consequence of these time pressures. The services of
staff development could weU be utilized to provide formal educational
presentations to the organization's top administration and to the management
personnel of contracting companies. These presentations should deal with the
human side of downsizing, pto~de sensiti~ty training to create a constant
awareness of the humanness of orpnizations. and present the pidelines that any
downsizing process should follow. Such staff dellelopment functions would, in the
long term, be of benefit to administratille and front line emplo)'Ces of the
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organization and help the orpnization realize it's number one (l) COrpoIiltc
value.
People seek leadership. Leaders provide visionary inspiration. motivation
and direaion. and an emocional connection between the leader and the led
(Zenger, 19a5). Depree (1989) Slatcslhat the quality aCthe leadership is
demonstrated by the characteristics of the followers: chanlina with pee,
reaching full potential, hAndlinl conflict. The data obtained from this study
indicates that the leadership of this health care organization is not achieving the
same degree of effectiveness at all levels of the organization. The professional
respondents and the staff development respondents perceivcd the leadership as
positive and effective. and bad faith in the furore of the orpnization under the
current leadership. However, support emplo)ecs bad a very neptive. suspicious
perceptions of this -.me ~denhip. and DO faith in the orpnization's future
under lhe current ludersbip. Factors influencina: the percr:pc:ions of suppon
employees may be the low visibility of leaders at the lo~r levels of the
organization's hierarchy and the identified lack of opponunities that support
emplo)'ees ha~ for input. These factors are funher complicated by support
emplo)'ees' Jack of control OYer their work schedules and infleJlibility of work
scheduling.
Solman and Deal (1994) state that leadership is not synonymous with
position. that leadership can be e:lClercised from anywhere in tbe orpnization.
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Depree (1989) describes the concepc: of roving leadership. He explaiDs how
roving leadership can provide a uyelement in the day-co-day e~ressiotl of the
participative process. The concept of roving leadership posits chat "no one person
is an expert at c-..erything" (p. 48). Roving leadership is the expression of the
ability of the hienrdtical leaders to permit others to share ownership of problems
and to let ochers take possession of a situation. It also demands a great deal of
trust. and a clear 3eD5e of interdependence.
This Health Care· Orp.niz:ation uses seYen (7) Guiding Principles to guide
its operations. Four (4) of these piding principles speak of pannenhips.
involvement, stimulating dialogue. and user friendly environments. These
principles attest to the inclusion of the public. of health care workers. and of
patients in such activities as visioning, planning. and dec;isicn makina. In lilbt of
the data and these auiding principles. this orp.ni..zadoD should encourage the
development of1eadership potential in all areas, and from all levels of the
orpniz:ation. Some health care professions (ouru, lor eample) are presently in
the prace. of otferiD, educational proJf&D1S that encoUlaF the leadership
potential wilh.in the pneral membership of the profession. As a FDeral rule,
suppon staff do not belon, to professional organizations and are net waeted for
prOifams of personal development. This last fact is demonstrated by the very low
perct:ntap (31.) of time devoted 10 suppcn emplo)ees in the eduQtional
cpponunities provided by staff de~lopmell.t for the six (6) month period that ....5
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reviewed. By providing educational opportunities in the area of leadership, staff
development can play an impananl role in encouraging (roving) leadership from
the ranks of the support employee group. Through these emerging leaders. the
concerns of support employees can be addressed, and participation in visioning
and decision makina processes can be accomplished. Through the encouragement
and participation of leaders in support employee groups., the leadership and the
goals and the objectives of the organization would become more visible.
The downsizing process has brought the issue of change to the attention of
all three (3) employee groups that participated in this study. The degree of
concern of each respondent group appeared to be dependent upon the role of the
group within the organization. To this point, the professional and staff
development employees have been confronted with changes to the structure of
their service ddivery. The support employee &roup reponed having been faced
with many more changes. These changes included changes to supervisory
personnel, chances to structure of service delivery, changes to job status/financial
status, changes in acrual work sites, changes in the worker group, and changes to
coworker relationships and work environments. The group with the least amount
of formal training, support, and resources are being required to accommodate the
largest degree of change.
In his book~ Michael Pullan (1993) states that change
mirrors life itself and that individuals with knowledge of how to view, cope with,
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and initiate change manage much better than others. Literature indicates thai
downsizing of health care orpniu.tions will not be a one time occurrence, but will
become a continual process ofretinemcnl within the orpnizations (Pawlicki,
1994). Such changes within organizations will become pan of normal process.
Health care emplo,ecs wiD ba~ to become individuals who haYe the knowledge
of how to view, cope with, and initiate change_ This health care organization
should launch an orpnization.wide effort 10 educate employees about chanae.
about their individual reactions 10 change, and about effeetiYe strategies for
coping with change. This educational effort should not focus on specific changes
within the organization. but on aeneral issues of change and on personal issues of
coping with chanF. Michael Fullan (1993) describes the concept of -change
agentt)'" (p. 10). as being the ability to cope effectively with change in whatever
form and in whatever aspect of our lives change occurs. This educational effort
should be awilable to all employees.. and should target support employees. To
target the suppa" emplo)ee group, issues of emphasizing the imponance of this
skill to each employee, scheduling 6enoility, and release from work issues would
have to be addressed. The resources of staff development services \Wuld be
invaluable in the development, design, coordination. and delivery of this facility-
wide effon.
Social realities are embedded in communitation-the information we
receive and how we receive it (Hanson, 1991). Therefore, examinina: the act of
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commwUc:ation and tr)'ina to improw: upon it should playa central role in all
social inslirutions. Leip,ton (sipted in Huson, 1991) states that orpnizations
often misuse communication, much as a drunk uses a lampposr. for support,
rather than illumination. Classical theorists haw: definite ideas about bow the
communication pr<KeSS should operate. These theorists taught that
communication exists only to facilitate a leaders command and control over the
organization throup formal. vertical channels. Health carc organizations
cominue to be bureaucratic in nature and have formal. hierarchical, and planned
communication.
Communications is the puc that holds orpnizations lopther and
harmonizes all its pans. In me beahh care organization in this study, awilability
of information and the efreetiw: communication of information, was perceiYed
differently by the emplo~e poups. Professional and staff development
emplo~ found the infor1IUltion and the communication systems to be more than
adequate. Support emplo~es identified the same uailability and communication
systems to be sadly lacking. This data indicates that this health care organization
is not providinJ aU levels of the orpnization with the .me delJ"ee of information
and adequate communication. Alternatives to news bulletins. computer messages,
hOtlines. and large IJ"OUp site visits need to be provided to ensure accurate and
timely information is provided to suppon employees. People in different
socioeconomic classes not only learn different orientations to time and money. but
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ha\'e different Ianauaaes and 'Io'Or1c practices (Hanson. 1991). Communication is
withUl. people. not within words.
The information tarFted fur sappan. staff sholl1d be specific. peninent to
their concerns., and ue the appropriate laapce Ie-..el and ~bulary. The .dub
learners in the suppo" clIlplo)ec croup will be interested primarily in information
that they hue a DICed to know. This type of information is not ~ll represented
in the orpnization's news bulletins (Chapter 3-Presentation of Data-Table 2-
Summary of News Bu.lletins/Editorial Headlines and Question Topics). More
effective techniques with support emplo~es would involve one-tCKlne or very
small JrOup communication of information in informal seninp. with question and
an.w.er and disc:ussioD time. The etrecti'o'elle$S of such sessions 'M)u1d be incuased
if the sessions were broulln to the suppon employees' work enYil"otIJDcnt. and if
tile informal leaders of the suppon empb)leeS 'Mere present and participating
aethelyon behalf of this employee JfOUp. Support emplo)'elCs that are to be
affected by the downs:i%ing process should be especially WFted for these sessions.
This 'Wuld enable them to be provided with information that is pertinent to their
jobs and their futures. Barr (1993) ates that imprOW1& communications is a vital
component of staff de\lt:lopment propmming, and should focus on activities that
support and irnpro\lt: communications and human interaction. Some of the
helpful strategies described by Jeffreys (cited in Buford. 1996) include schedulinl
reJUlar meetinp to provide employees with up-to--date information about
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fonhcoming changes, and providing opportunities for employees to share their
feelings about changes throuBh individual counselling, support groups. or
workshops, and establishing and using rituals to mourn what has been lost and to
honour and celebrate the success of what once was. Examples of such rituals
would be tree plantina. memorial plaques. books • and photo albums. The
scheduling and the coordinating of such sessions would be a challenging, but
valuable undenaking for the staff de~lopment services of this health care
organization..
Shaw (1995) states that staffdevelop01ent should raise employee
motivation, enhance expectations, and offer a way forward. If the value of staff
development is to be rnuimiu:d, it must be viewed as a long term investment in
human resources where immediate payoffs are not easily measured. Although
there is general agreement as 10 the imponance of staff development in health
care, implementation of staff development services on a systematic basis has not
occurred (\\tatts, 1994). In times of d01NllsWng, staff development personnel face
unique challenges (Sudderman. 1995). Staff development employees should
effectively help other health care emplo~es to adapt to new jobs, and they should
plan programs sensitive to the unique needs of emplo~s. They must have an
extensive knowledge of the effects of downsizing, and they must address their own
feeling!> about downsizing so that they can be effeetiYe with other emplo~es. The
staff development emplorees interviewed for this study indicated no in-depth
na
knowfedae of the effects ofdO~1on emplo)'ecs or of the special staff
development roles durin. downsizin-. They did Dot repon an awareness of the
special needs beinl experiences by suppon staff.
Ban (1993) describes the steps that are necessary for effective staff
development service delivery. The first step requires cstablishina priorities for
Slaff development activities. This first step is followed by assessment of emplo)'tc
needs; this is a step that is often not afforded less attcntion tllan it deserves.
These first two (2) steps are (ollowed by determininl specific proJIUD objectives
and program desian. program implementation, and plannina: for program
c"1luation.. Using Barr's model u. guideline, lbe staff development services of
this orpn.itation would become more ab1e to provide comprehensiw learning
opportunities that are responsiYe to not onlyorpniational needs. but emplo)'ee
Deeds as weIl.
During do'MlSizinl the role of Slaff development cmpJo)'ees has both
formal and informal components. Informal roles include one-to-one and small
group interactions with emplo)'tcs during which much counscllin&, teaching, and
clarification of issues takes place. The staff dc...elopmcnt emplo)ees interviewed
reported an increase in their counselling roles with individual emplo)ees. This
increase is consistent with the reviewed literature. However, the potential roles of
issues clarification, providing opportunities for emplo)ees to vent feelings, and the
provision of empathy were not identified by the staff development respondents.
n.
The formal roles of staff de~lopmeDt emplo,.ees durin, downsizinlo ..hich consist
of addres:sill.. the specific lca.rninl Deeds of employees, 'WU absent from the data
obtained &om the staff de",...lopmenr participants. All these participants described
a dramatic move away from this formal ro~. From the data it 'NDu1d appear
evident that within this orpnization, staff dcwlopment emplo)"ecs are not
currently fulfilliDg this formal roie. The leadership of staff development services
within this orpnization should ensure that staff dc...elopmcnt emplo)'ecs are
provided with adequate education and training with respect to employee needs
during downsizing. and the accommodation of am;ious adult learners in formal,
educational settinp.
The data indicate that the practice of staff dC'l'elopmenr within this health
care orpnization ha.s become 'Very reactive in nature. All staff development
respondents reported a dramatic increase on the demands for their time, being
made from various areas of the orpnization. The majority of these demands
required coordinating and consukina: servioes. These new cha.n&es in their roles
were not totally satisfactory to all three (3) of the staff dC1Ieiopment respondent$.
They also reponed that their roles were still in the c~lutionary process. and
might develop into something quite different. In liaht of these chanBins roles and
ineteasing d~maDds on services, it is crucial that at this time the leadership of the
scaff development JCMce create and sustain favourable conditions for staff
development emplo)'Ces to enhance their indhidual and collective performance
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(Goldman, Dunlap, and Conley, 1993). These employees should be assisted to
begin the process by which they can become active panicipants in the definition of
their role in the new health care organization. A pra.aetive stance musr: be
assumed by staff development employees with regard to role definition, cost
effective utilization of their service, needs assessment, program design and
delivery, and evaluation of the effectiveness of their service. Staff development
services must demonstrate to the organization, their wue in meeting both
employee and organizational needs during downsizing. If staff development
employees are not active and inyolved in defining and clarifying their own roles,
their roles will be defined by groups outside their service. And. in the concerned
words of ODl'l staff development respondent "our true worth won't be recognized"'.
Sumstiops for Further Stydy
There are some imponant questions which have emerpd as a result of the
examination of this research problem. While the study achieved its purposed goal
to examine the fit between employee needs and the role of staff deYelopment
during do'NllSizins. there are issues which bear further consideration.
One area not addressed in this stUdy is the perceptions of staff
development's role from the perspective of the health care orpnization's top
executives. and the perspective of the leadership of staff development .services.
Knowledge of these perspectives., and the value placed on education and training
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would provide an understanding of the climate within which staff developmcm
services are operating.
Further to this research there is a need to look:: closely at the perspective of
these same employee groups after downsizing has been completed. Research of
this nature would be of great benefit to health care organizations and staff
development personnel who are about to approach. or return to. the downsizing
process.
Dramatic changes within health care organizations also affect the
organization's clientele. Research identifying the effects of downsUing on patients
and their families., their feelings and experiences. would be of benefit. Additional
roles may be available for staff development in the areas of client education.
Research of the nature described above will define and ....lidate funher the
role of staff development in health care organizations during downsizing. In
recognizing these additional voices such research will help to engage and empower
all the players in heahh care organizations.
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Appendix A
General Inteniew Guide • Employee
1. Tell me how do\Wsizing is affecting (has affected) your job, and )'Our
life~
2. How does (did) )'Our facility handle the whole process, and what do you
think about the way they handled it?
3. What things does (did) )'Our facility do to make this time an easier one
for you?
4. Does (did) your facility do specific things that make (made) this time
more difficult for you?
S. What types of things would you like (have liked) your facility to do to
make this an easier time for you?
6. What rypes of education or training do you feel could have been offered
to )'Ou that would have helped?
7. What are some of the best ways in which this education or training could
be (have been) offered?
8. Do you have any other comments that you would like to make about
your experience with downsizing in your facility?
General Interne? Guide - Staff Development Emplovee
1. Tell me how downsizing is affecting (has affected) )'Our job, and ~ur
life?
., How does (did) your facility handle the whole process, and what do you
think about the way they handle (handled) it?
3. What does (did) )'Our facility do to make this time an easier one for )'Ou?
4. Does (did) your facility do specific things that make (made) this time
more difficult for )"Ou?
S. Do you feel that the needs of employees in the 'WOrk and the learning
environmem change when downsizing is in process andlor after the
process has been completed?
6. In what ways have )"OU attempted to accommodate these changed needs
by making changes and adjustments in your staff development practice?
7. Do you see that downsizing creates any special or additional roles for
staff development personnel?
8. What do you feel would be the most effective means of program delivery
for employees who are or have experienced downsizing?
Appendix B
PlU1icip_ Corumt Form
My name is Linda Mooney aDd I am a ClDdida~e ill the Ma.w:en; of Education
Program a~ Memorial Ua.i~rsityof NeMocmdlaDd.. I am currently c:oaduetiDJ research
intO the effects of Do'MlSiziDl on HealdI. Care Emplo)'ltes. The purpose of this research
is to determine the role that may be taken by Staff DeWl10pment Personnel in helpmltO
meet the special needs of emplo)"lcs chu:i:D1 the doWDlizinI process.
Your panicipatioD m this srudy is '<'OhUltary, aDd )QU may withdraw)Out ceasent
to participate at any time. The sudy wiD in"Ol~ it _&Ie III - 1 hour audiotaped
interview ()OU will be provided with a copy of the pjlUng questions for this imerview a
minimum of 3 days prior to )Our iDterview). This aodiolape will be ttalLlcribed and
neither the tape nor the transe:ript will be sba.recl wilh any other iJldi\lidua1(s)_
The information obtained from )OUt interview will be kqt confidential. and it will
be coded in such a ....y that it cannot be associated with the specific ansMtS that )Ou
gave to interview quesalons. You will ha~ the opponunity to review)Our ttanseIlbed
tapes to assure ac:curate recerdinl of)OW' interview. You will be ceDtaeted when the
research is completed, and pven the opport1Ulity to review the m&nucripl to ensure that
)OU have Dot been personally identified aDd tIw the correct iDterpretation has been
given to any of the opinion.s and commeDU that JOU expressed. AD tapes and tta.IlSCripts
of )Our interview will be desuo~dwhen the smdy has been completed.
The methods that are bein, used to cebdUcl this research have mct the ethical
guidelines of the F<:.culty of Education at Memorial UniWlrsity. Dr. Clat Doyle of the
Faculty of Education, is acting as my supervisor for this research.
You may make Cunhet inquiries reprding the nature of this research from Dr.
Patricia Cannin&, Associate Dean, Research and DeVelopment, Memorial University of
Newfoundland.
I (panicipant) hereby give my ceMent to participation
in thc study "DownsWnl in Healtheare Fac:ilir:ies.....a cemparati-..e study of the role of
Slaff development from the emplo,.ee ud the scaff de\'elopmeDt penpeeti-..e", undenaken
by Linda Mooney. I understand that Illy participation is entirely 'lIOluntary • that I CID
withdraw my oonsent to participate It any time, that aD information is sttietly
confidential, and that no individual will be identified.
bale
D.~
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